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Abstract
VelopA B.V. is the market leader in the Benelux for products designed for the public space,
categorized in four different product groups, being street furniture, bicycle parking systems,
shelters and playground and sports equipment. The latter group is accommodated at an
independently operating sales department: VelopA Omniplay. The products of the other
groups come under the VelopA Citystyle brand.
Motivation
VelopA takes sustainable development seriously; a number of projects regarding
sustainability are or have been executed. The current sustainability performance of the
existing products is unknown.
Besides internal motivation, an external driver is added: by 2010 local governments –
VelopAs main client – are obliged to take the sustainability performance of products into
consideration for at least 50% of their purchases. By 2015 this must be 100%. Basic criteria
for sustainable street furniture have been established by the ministry of VROM as a guideline
for the local governments. Being able to put forward sustainable products offers a competitive
advantage.
Acts
A selection of products is analyzed on their sustainability performance by means of life cycle
analysis (LCA), for which the database of the LCA software Simapro is used. The
environmental load of all life cycle aspects is expressed in eco-costs: the marginal prevention
costs of emissions. The ratio between the eco-costs and the value (the Eco-costs/Value
Ratio, EVR) is calculated, to compare and assess the selected products. The theory of the
EVR is used to propose criteria for products with a good sustainability performance. Based on
the outcome of the analysis, several product variants are classified as such, a proposal for
communication of these products to the public is done and recommendations are made to
VelopA for implementation of design for the proposed criteria. As a showcase project, a new
product is designed according to the new criteria for products with a good sustainability
performance. The design process is documented and evaluated in order to serve as reference
or aid in possible future design for sustainability projects.
Outcome
The main criterion for products with a good sustainability performance its ratio between the
eco-costs and the selling price of the product: this load should be low, under 0,08. A number
of product variants reach this level and comply with the other criteria and are selected to have
a good sustainability performance. The largest share of the analyzed products has acceptable
scores. At the other side, there are some sustainability issues at play. They can be resolved
with relatively little intervention, without redesign of the products. The most important issue is
the use of non-certified tropical hardwood.
Material use is the dominant factor in the environmental load of street furniture products.
Since the sustainability issues can be resolved by selecting alternatives, the main focus of the
project is on how to obtain a low EVR. The best option is to select materials that have a low
‘own EVR’, being the ratio between the material’s environmental load (eco-costs per kg,
including the necessary treatments like coating) and selling price (obtained from the cost price
per kg).
For the design of a new product for VelopA, Accoya wood is selected to use in a wooden
bicycle stand. To keep track of the sustainability performance during the design process, a
‘sustainability check’ should be added. Standard tables to fill out are offered to the designer
as an aid to calculate the sustainability performance. The final product, based on the price of
the prototype, has an EVR of 0,049.
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Preface
At the end of my first year of my studies at Industrial Design Engineering I had some doubts
whether this was indeed the right direction of study for me. I had the feeling I was being
educated to become a designer of consumer goods who never realizes the consequences of
putting more and more products to the market in the wish to serve to the needs and greed of
humans.
The choice not to switch studies has been one of the best decisions in my life so far. The
implications of design were given attention in the second year of study and one can imagine
my delight when I first found out about the department Design for Sustainability and, later, the
possibility to obtain a ‘technology in sustainable development’ appendix to the degree
certificate. Over the years, I have seen the interest of students in sustainable product
development grow and I am glad I have met many more optimists who also want to contribute
to a more sustainable way of life.
My interest in sustainable development and the graduation requirements for the master
Integrated Product Design all coincided in this graduation project.
I am very glad to see that VelopA, being a market leader, has taken genuine interest in
sustainable development and has given me the opportunity to be part of it. I have high hopes
that VelopA becomes a leading company in offering products with a good sustainability
performance, witness the internal will to do good and the nature of projects that VelopA
currently employs. I wish to thank VelopA for this graduation project: I couldn’t have found a
project that suits my interest better and I learned a lot about sustainability in practice. I
especially wish to thank my company mentors Marc Brunnekreeft and Niek de Leeuw for
always making time for me and for their support throughout the project. You made me feel
very welcome at the VelopA design department.
Off course I want to thank my supervisors at IDE. Han Brezet, with his huge network in the
world of design for sustainability has ventilated many ideas for the analysis phase, made
recommendations to talk to people and pointed out directions to take into account, which all
were very valuable for the project.
Stefan van de Geer, last but not least, I wish to thank for of the interest he took in the project
and his support whenever I needed it. This and his straight and honest remarks were exactly
the type of guidance which I needed at times.
Furthermore I wish to thank all the people that have contributed to the project along the way,
as advisor, sparring partner, participant in the brainstorm session or as reviewer of this report.
Marijn Bijleveld,
July 2009
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Introduction
Finding a section in this report in which the noun ‘sustainability’ is absent is quite a task: the
word is omnipresent. This is not so remarkable, since the central theme of this graduation
report is sustainability and sustainable development.
Sustainable development means striving to progress while limiting the environmental effects.
In practice it means taking in consideration all consequences of the undertaking, and acting
on it. It means taking into account problems like environmental and material depletion, waste,
pollution and social issues. It is more and more widely acknowledged that taking responsibility
and actively reducing the consequences induced by ones business, is the way companies
should travel. It is more and more clear that it is the only way to create a sustainable way of
living. This makes sustainable development in companies a key development.
VelopA is dedicated to sustainable development and, in 2008, came to Delft to speak with
Han Brezet – professor at the department Design for Sustainability and chair of this project –
about setting up a project. Goals are to find out about the current sustainability status of the
VelopA products is, to learn how VelopA can mark products as ‘sustainable’ and how this can
be communicated to the customers. Through Han Brezet, a student (eager to work in the field
of sustainable product development) took interest and started working on the matter as her
graduation project.
A graduation project at master direction ‘Integrated Product Design’ is to be concluded with
the design of a product. Therefore the design of a product with a good sustainability
performance is added, to serve as a showcase product. The graduation project thus consists
of two parts:
•
The analysis of a selected group of VelopA products
•
The design of a product with a good sustainability performance
The report is structured accordingly.
Chapter 1 and 2 serve as introductory chapters. Chapter 1 offers a general introduction to key
factors of the project, being VelopA and sustainable development. Chapter 2 introduces the
context of the project, stakeholders and the methods of analysis.
The first main part of the report is embodied in chapter 3 and 4. The outcome of the actual
analysis is treated in chapter 3, and is concluded by recommendations. Chapter 4 focuses on
the implementation at VelopA of selection and design of sustainable products and their
communication.
Chapter 5, the selection of a design direction, is the link between the first and second main
part of the report.
Chapter 6 (theory and findings of the design process) and 7 (the actual design) deal with
everything that is related to the design of the new product, a wooden bicycle stand.
The report is concluded with a reflection on the project and the subject.
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1 An introduction
This chapter serves as a general introduction of two key factors in this graduation project:
VelopA and sustainable development. After the business profile of VelopA has been
sketched, some backgrounds and theory of sustainability and sustainable development will be
explained. VelopA is involved in a number of activities towards increasing sustainable
development, of which the subject of this graduation project is a result. The current activities
of VelopA will be mapped, concluding with the graduation assignment as agreed upon with
the graduation supervisors.

1.1 VelopA
VelopA B.V. is the market leader in the Benelux for products designed for the public space,
categorized in four different product groups:
•
Street furniture;
•
Bicycle parking systems;
•
Shelters for bicycles and mopeds;
•
Playgrounds and sports equipment.
The latter group is accommodated at an independently operating sales department: VelopA
Omniplay. The products of the other groups come under the VelopA Citystyle brand. Over
2007, VelopA Omniplay and Citystyle together created a turnover of 29 million Euros.
VelopAs main site is in Leiderdorp, with 70 employees. Furthermore, VelopA has two
international branches: in Belgium (15 employees) and Germany (3 employees).
Most products of VelopA Citystyle are either designed by VelopA or exclusively designed for
VelopA by a design office or an independent designer. The remaining products are bought
from other companies to be sold through VelopAs channels. The largest share of the
Omniplay products are products by the Swedish company of HAGS and are exclusively sold
by VelopA Omniplay in the Benelux; a smaller number of Omniplay products are designed by
VelopA.
The manufacturing of products is outsourced to a range of producers, both located in the
Netherlands as well as elsewhere in Europe. They deliver the fully finished products or
product parts to VelopA on order.
Most Omniplay and some Citystyle products, for example the one-part concrete products and
elements, are directly transported from producer to customer. At Leiderdorp, products and
product parts are stored until they are gathered for an order. The only production actions that
are carried out in Leiderdorp are spray painting of pine wood boards and ssembly actions. No
machining is done. When finished, the products are shipped to the customer by truck. At its
destination, the assembled product is placed, or the parts are assembled and then placed, by
a hired assembly team.

1.2 Sustainability
A sustainable system is a stable system and one that is maintained indefinitely. Sustainable
development means striving to progress while limiting environmental effects, to sustain those
external processes. In practice it means taking in consideration all consequences of the
undertaking, and acting on it. Taking into account problems like environmental and material
depletion, waste, pollution and social issues; the notion that the ‘Planet’ (environmental
issues) and ‘People’ (ethics) parts are just as important as the Profit (making money) part. In
order to reach a sustainable way of undertaking, all three P’s have to be accounted for.
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Figure 1.1:
The ‘Triple
P’ concept

It is more and more widely acknowledged that taking responsibility and actively reducing the
consequences induced by ones business, is the way companies should go and even the only
way to create a sustainable way of living. In research performed by the magazine ‘Stedelijk
1
Interieur’ sustainability was pointed out as a key development .
Initiatives for sustainable development are being carried out by numerous organizations,
authorities and companies. For example, many countries have committed themselves to
2
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions through the Kyoto protocol , lots of companies are –
to a greater or lesser extent – taking action towards implementing sustainability into their
businesses, organizations try to speed up processes to reach specific sustainability goals.
For product development, sustainable development requires, among others, consciously
making use of resources, minimizing the environmental load the product induces and the
prevention of waste. The central notion is to account for the complete lifecycle of a product, to
not only design for the phase where the product gets used: the concept of life cycle
accounting.

1

Research ‘Urban Furniture’ by magazine ‘Stedelijk Interieur’, 2008
Website of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, accessed 27-02‘08
2
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Figure 1.2:
The lifecycle
of a product

Cradle-to-cradle
Lately, the philosophy of ‘cradle-to-cradle’ has gained more and more attention from
3
companies and organizations. Its aim is to nullify the environmental burden of products .
The main conception of cradle-to-cradle is to eliminate waste. Waste is discarded materials,
which have value and should be reused in high quality. Products should be designed in such
a way that its materials can be separated and recycled again without loss of quality. A
differentiation is made between ‘biological nutrients’, renewable materials and ‘technical
nutrients’ – non-renewable materials that should not be wasted at the end of life. Not all
materials are suited for this; not all materials and finishings can be called ‘cradle-to-cradle’.
Another conception of cradle-to-cradle is the use of exclusively renewable energy sources for
production, recycling and transportation.
The notion of no environmental burden of products has inspired many companies to see
whether cradle-to-cradle offers opportunities for their business, including VelopA.
The cradle-to-cradle way asks for innovative solutions for products and a change in
operations. In order to implement cradle-to-cradle completely, it asks for cooperation and
dedication from many parties, since ideally none of the lifecycle phases should impose any
environmental burden at all.
To conclude this section, figure 1.3 will be explained.

3

Book by McDonough, W., Braungart, M.; Cradle-to-cradle, remaking the way we make
things; 2003
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Figure 1.3:
Levels of
sustainability
improvement

This figure shows the relative achievements which different types of design objectives may
have. These types give insight in what achievements the design process can bring.
1. Benchmarking products leads to identification of the best performing product. A benchmark
on sustainability means to identify the best performing product and set that as the standard.
The improvement factor of the benchmark is limited to the best performing product.
2. By redesigning a product, the sustainability performance of a product can be improved.
However, at one stage, the product (having the same functionality as the initial product) is
fully optimized and its sustainability performance cannot be improved any further.
3. By changing the product’s functionality, for example by integration or optimization of
functions, the sustainability performance can be enlarged even more.
4 But the best sustainable achievement could be reached by changing the product’s system:
the product might not even be a product anymore, but a service, or a product/service system.
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1.3 VelopA and sustainability
The national government aims for 100% of their purchases to be sustainable by 2010. The
local governments aim for 50% of their purchases to be sustainable by 2050 and 100% by
2015. Since local governments are VelopAs main client – around 80% of sales – it is
important to VelopA to be able to respond to this development in order to stay competitive.
SenterNovem, agency of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, has set criteria for
sustainable design of street furniture. The criteria in this document are the guidelines to
sustainable procurement by the local governments. The document is to be a dynamic
document: the criteria will be revisited every few years. For now, the criteria are the only
regulations that are of practical importance to VelopA from a legislation point of view. In the
past, VelopA has expressed some criticism on the document and has sought collaboration in
order to give input to the document, but this was put aside.
Recently, VelopA started off with concrete actions towards sustainable development. In March
2008, a graduation project was carried out at VelopA with sustainability as the driver of the
design process. A new bench, the Bend bench, was designed according to the cradle-tocradle philosophy. The project was successful and VelopA is now applying for cradle-to-cradle
certification for this specific product and has presented it at fairs and in the media as a cradleto-cradle product.
Furthermore, VelopA is busy implementing the ISO 14001 standard, an environmental
management system, which is a tool for continuous improvement and for compliance with
environmental laws and regulations. It focuses on the inventory of environmental aspects and
the set up of environmental targets. It is a standard for the complete environmental program
of a company and is not linked to product development alone. A number of initiatives have
already been started.
On department level, some goals of the product development department are to implement
Life Cycle Management, set up sustainability criteria and perform innovation studies.
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1.4 Graduation assignment
The graduation assignment fits and complements the activities towards sustainable
development currently deployed at VelopA.
Problem description
At the time, the sustainability performance of VelopA products (and processes involved with
their production) is unknown. VelopA wishes to enlarge its knowledge on the sustainability
performance of the VelopA products to be able to label and market products as sustainable.
Another wish is to have criteria in place for implementation of sustainable design.
Assignment
The goal of the graduation product is to map the current sustainability performance on
relevant aspects of VelopAs products and production processes involved, to indicate the
possibilities for VelopA to improve this performance and design a new product or redesign an
existing VelopA product that has an improved sustainability performance and fits the new
direction as pointed out by the analysis.
Expected results
•
An appealing new or redesigned product for VelopA to illustrate the new strategy,
possibly including a prototype;
•
An indication of the current sustainability performance of selected, representative,
VelopA products;
•
An approach to implement design for sustainability in future design projects.
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2 Context
A number of developments directly influence the policymaking and sustainability strategy of
VelopA, now and in the future. These do not have much influence on the actual product
analysis, but all the more on the use of the results of the analysis and the recommended
implementation of sustainable development later on.
The SenterNovem criteria are the one regulatory influence. Other influences are the local
governments, the main customer of street furniture, which have their own sustainability goals
and policies, and the acts of the competition.
The chapter concludes with considerations regarding the selection of an analysis method, and
an explanation of key elements of this analysis method.

2.1 Influential parties
2.1.1

SenterNovem

In order for the local governments to comply with 100% sustainable procurement of street
furniture, the product should have a basic sustainability level, expressed by the criteria set up
4
by SenterNovem . Four hard criteria have been set up and one ‘allocating criterion’:
compliance with this criterion will award extra ‘bonus points’ to the product.
These criteria are the only criteria local governments (the ones which do not have their own
plans for sustainable procurement) will have to follow. Therefore it is essential for VelopA to
comply with these criteria.

1

Criteria
The four criteria are:
‘Wooden parts have not been treated with copper-based wood preserving substances (not
applicable to surface treatments)’

2

‘At least 90% of the plastic used in street furniture is recycled plastic (post consumer material).’
Exceptions: plastics contributing less than 5% to the total weight of the product and composite
materials.

3

‘Plastic parts heavier than 25gr and larger than 2cm2 are to be marked with a symbol according to
ISO11469 or ISO1043. Excluded are parts which cannot be marked because of the production
method (extrusion, sheet material, calendering, foam)’

4

For solvent based coatings the SenterNovem criterion follows the EU regulations: a maximum
content of volatile organic substances of 400 g/l applies now; per 2010 a maximum of 300 g/l
applies.

Allocating criterion
The product is designed taking into account the future recycling possibilities. The product is ranked
higher as it complies with the following aspects:
•
An inventory of all materials is added, with a distinction between the biological and technical
nutrients;
•
In the case of the use of both biological and technical nutrients, the components can be separated
after use, without having to make use of additional substances;
•
Used materials can be recycled as high quality material.
4

Document by SenterNovem, “Criteria voor duurzaam inkopen van Straatmeubilair”,
December 2008
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The SenterNovem document is to be a dynamic document, meaning that criteria can be
altered and added. For now, playground equipment is not subject to the criteria, but might it
be in the future. Reason to do so is because playground equipment would need an exception
to criterion 2, which caused SenterNovem to leave out playground equipment altogether.
The document contains several areas which are not yet subject to criteria; an earlier version
of the document incorporated some extra criteria. These encompass the use of certified wood
and concrete granulate, but these criteria have been postponed. An allocation criterion, which
would award ‘bonus points’ to having an environmental management system in place, has
been cancelled as well. In the future, these criteria might be activated still; they are most likely
the first to be implemented.

2.1.2

Local governments

Two persons were contacted to learn about the way local governments deal with the
SenterNovem criteria and possible other steps towards sustainability and how VelopA should
demonstrate the sustainability performance of their products to them.
Marcel van Berkel is the head of the procurement department of Delft city, responsible for the
procurement of goods for the public space in Delft, from the start of a submission and the
market research to the actual procurement. According to him, for 2009 actions towards
sustainability are limited to reserving time and money for research of sustainable
developments in the market. In 2010 sustainability criteria will be implemented in the
procurement process. For information about procurement and sustainability Mr. Van Berkel
follows the guidelines by SenterNovem and Pianoo.nl (general information on professional
procurement for governments). In 2010, procurement will not be very different than it is done
currently: a notification of a submission is sent out, companies can react on the submission
with an offer, on basis of which the government makes a selection. Compliance to the
sustainability criteria will become one of the many other factors, and will probably have a
weight of 10%. Price and quality will stay to be most important, weighing most. In this system,
products that do not comply with the sustainability criteria can still be selected for
procurement.
Leon Dijk is the advisor on sustainability at the public works department of Rotterdam. Mr.
Dijk is in search of the best practice to approach the sustainability of street furniture for
Rotterdam and is involved in three projects:
•
Sustainable procurement of street furniture;
•
Listing preferred materials for the design of street furniture;
•
Exploring the possibilities of the adaptation of cradle-to-cradle in Rotterdam.
He thinks that the SenterNovem criteria are only a start and points out the criteria are not
binding. Being aware that the criteria are not very excessive, Rotterdam is ambitious and is
planning to set up more far reaching goals and selection criteria: companies should be able to
design product that match their criteria. To show its ambition, Rotterdam has transformed an
old docking area into a ‘campus’, called RDM Campus, dedicated to innovative sustainable
5
products .
For product selection, Mr. Dijk points out that supplying information is important: he would
want to know whether the whole lifecycle has been taken into account. It would be best when
the environmental load is pointed out.
Reflection
The city of Delft has a positive stance towards sustainable development: Delft is involved in all
kinds of local and broader sustainability projects and has set up goals for reduction of

5

Website of the Rotterdam Climate Initiative, the RDM Campus, accessed 25-03-‘09
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greenhouse gases , but with regard to sustainable procurement, nothing out of the ordinary is
done. For now, the SenterNovem criteria will be the guideline.
Other municipalities might have a similar approach to sustainable procurement: they will go
no further than take notice of the SenterNovem criteria and take them into account.
This is favourable to VelopA: when VelopA can prove their products comply with the criteria,
these municipalities will continue to be a client of VelopA.
When VelopAs products have a better sustainability performance than required by
SenterNovem, cities like Rotterdam are more interesting. These kind of parties are in search
of products with excellent sustainability performance. Mr. Dijk wants to set more extensive but
feasible criteria, but in order to do so, more knowledge of the sustainability performance of the
products throughout their lifecycle is needed, as well as the possibilities to improve them. So
he is in search of increased knowledge about the product’s lifecycle, just as VelopA is. He is
very interested in the development of new, sustainable products: cooperation is an option.
There is reciprocity between Rotterdam’s search for innovative sustainable products and
VelopAs possibility to create those products. As Mr. Dijk mentions, the RDM Campus is an
opportunity to showcase innovative products.

2.1.3

Competition

Websites of some Dutch competitors of VelopA are investigated to see what sustainability
effort the competition already takes and whether this poses a threat or rather offers
opportunities. In the analysis, evidence of having and promoting sustainable products or
claims of sustainability, having ISO14001 in place, or other related actions to sustainable
development is searched for.
The street furniture umbrella organization ‘Vereniging straatmeubilair’ organizes meetings to
discuss sustainability and the SenterNovem criteria. In the past, when the SenterNovem
criteria were in their conceptual stage, the organization did not take effort to deliberate with
SenterNovem or react on the criteria like VelopA has done.
On the website of Falco, one of the main competitors, some sustainability efforts can be
7
found :
•
Their portfolio contains a waste bin entirely made of PE, which can be completely
recycled. This fact is mentioned, but the product is not marketed as a sustainable
product.
•
In some products FSC wood is used.
•
From their mission statement is: “the possibility to recycle the materials is taken into
account and we conform to the SenterNovem criteria”.
8

Jan Kuipers advertises two sustainability efforts in its newsletter: the obtained ISO14001
certification and the use of FSC-certified wood for at least 40% of all wooden products. Jan
Kuipers claims it is possible to supply 100% right away, if only there is market demand for it.
One of the Jan Kuipers shelters comes with solar panels on the roof, to power the lights.
Samson Urban elements uses only FSC wood for all wooden products and uses Plato wood,
heat treated European hardwood, which enhances the durability of the wood (see also section
9,10
3.2.1) .

6

Document by city counsel Delft “Concept Duurzaamheidsplan Delft ‘08-‘12 – Duurzaam Delft
op de kaart”, December 2008
7
Website of Falco, accessed 27-10-‘08
8
Website of Jan Kuipers, accessed 27-10-‘08
9
Website of Plato Wood, accessed 21-04-‘09
10
Website of Samson, accessed 27-10-‘08
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Grijsen uses FSC-certified wood for some products, but for other products FSC-certified wood
11
is optional .
Bammens, market leader in waste bins and containers, shows no evidence of taking
12
sustainability into account at all .
Discussion
The competition shows beginning action on sustainability. Offering FSC-certified wood,
ISO14001 and compliance with SenterNovem are general steps towards sustainable
development.
One company, Samson, uses 100% FSC-certified wood, as well as Plato wood for one
product (that is known of), but does not advertise this at all. VelopA does not offer 100% FSCcertified wood and hasn’t obtained the ISO14001 certificate yet: VelopA is working on these
issues. At the moment, VelopA is outperformed by Samson on use of certified wood and Jan
Kuipers on ISO14001.
The claim by Falco to take into account the possibility to recycle the products, and the solar
powered lights by Jan Kuipers, are the only indications of taking lifecycle aspects into account
at the product design stage. However, there is no evidence of products which take the entire
product lifecycle into account or are designed according to cradle-to-cradle. None of the
companies has a specific claim that one of their products is a sustainable product, although in
some cases sustainable aspects of the product are mentioned.
VelopA has a competitive advantage with the effort to create a cradle-to-cradle product, also
considering the positive image VelopA has gained with it, together with the advantage of
experience and contacts. By implementing the ISO14001 standards and putting emphasis on
buying FSC-certified wood, the competition can be levelled or just outperformed. But to really
outperform the competition, VelopA can focus on offering products that have a proven good
sustainability performance.

11
12

Website of Grijsen, accessed 27-10-‘08
Website of Bammens, accessed 27-10-‘08
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2.2 Analysis method
The usual way of performing a product analysis is to perform a life cycle assessment (LCA) of
the product. It focuses on the different life cycle stages of the product. But since VelopA is
very much interested in the cradle-to-cradle philosophy, it is considered to choose the cradleto-cradle criteria as a guideline for the analysis at the very start of the project. In order to
reach a decision, an assessment is done on the type of analysis and the consequences to the
outcome both methods have. An other choice to make is the number of products to analyze.
The paragraph starts of with these considerations.
The second part of the paragraph shows some theory and background information about the
chosen analysis method.

2.2.1

Considerations

Cradle-to-cradle
Aspects of attention of the certification program of cradle-to-cradle are:
Product/Material transparency, human/environmental health characteristics of materials,
product/material reutilization, production energy, water use at manufacturing facility and social
13
fairness/corporate ethics .
In the case the product will be analyzed according to these aspects, the analysis will lead to
recommendations on improving products according to cradle-to-cradle and the
implementation of cradle-to-cradle throughout the product portfolio.
However it was noticed that for a product to be designed according to the cradle-to-cradle
philosophy, it is not essential to have all the mentioned aspects analyzed and optimized in
advance: for example, to get cradle-to-cradle certification it is not needed to already optimize
water and energy use up to a certain level. Goals for aspects like this can be achieved
gradually.
Life cycle assessment
The other analysis method is to perform a life cycle assessment (LCA). This analysis will take
into account all aspects of the life cycle, whereas an analysis based on cradle-to-cradle, will
leave out the use of packaging, the transportation route and means and the efficiency of
material use. A life cycle assessment is a widely used method to determine the overall
performance of the product. Assisting software exists to perform such an analysis, which is a
pre of choosing this method over an analysis based on cradle-to-cradle.
An intrinsic difference is observed between LCA and analysis according to cradle-to-cradle:
LCA is devised for research on sustainability performance, which leads design directives,
while cradle-to-cradle is first of all a design method, based on a number of directives, which
implies some analysis (on material and substance use (‘finding known culprits’)). Furthermore,
it is observed that performing a life cycle analysis of the products does not rule out designing
for cradle-to-cradle in the design process later on: the lifecycle analysis overlaps with the
cradle-to-cradle aspects of attention.
It is thus decided to perform a life cycle assessment on the VelopA products.
Nevertheless, cradle-to-cradle is not left out altogether: the product can still be checked on
compliance to its requirements, or whether the product has potential to become a cradle-tocradle product. In this way cradle-to-cradle is taken into account in the overall assessment of
the product.
Products to analyze

13

MBDC, Cradle-to-cradle Certification Program Variant 2.1.1, September 2008,
accessible through: http://www.mbdc.com/docs/Outline_CertificationV2_1_1.pdf
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The number of products to analyze is to be determined and whether or not to incorporate
products of the competition as well. Goal of the analysis is to get insight in the sustainability
performance of the VelopA products. The product portfolio is very diverse: it houses many
types of products. Given the time frame of the analysis, only a limited number of products can
be analyzed.
Analyzing a variety of products from VelopAs own portfolio is chosen over performing a
benchmark with products of the competition. In general the products of the competition are
not so very different in set-up from VelopA products, therefore their performance is believed
not to differ extremely. Gaining access to specific product information from the competition is
believed to be a great deal harder than accessing information on VelopA products. Final
reason not to perform a benchmark with competitor’s products is the belief that an analysis of
a diverse selection of products will lead to a broad understanding of the product portfolio.
Addressing many aspects will give an overview of better and lesser aspects of the products,
which can lead to design directions. This is believed to be more valuable.

2.2.2

LCA

Software
14
The LCA software program ‘Simapro’ is used to gain insight in the environmental
performance of the VelopA products. The program contains datasets which express the
environmental load of the various life cycle aspects in a single indicator. According to a 2006
15
research , Simapro is a commonly used program for LCA projects all over the world. The
practical use of expressing the environmental load in a single indicator is twofold:
•
Expressing each lifecycle aspect in the same way gives insight in the relative
contribution of that aspect to the total environmental load. This way problematic areas
can be pinpointed.
•
Expressing the total environmental load in one single indicator enables comparison
between various products and product types.
Expressing the environmental load
The environmental load can be expressed in three different ways: three types of ‘life cycle
indicators’ exist, all with their distinct characteristics. Selecting one of three depends on the
focal areas of the analysis and the intended purpose the user has with the results.
Indicator
Eco-points
99
Eco-costs

Principle
Expresses ecological damage, consisting of
damage to the human health, damage to
16
ecosystems quality and depletion of resources .
Expresses negative effects on the environment in
a monetary value. It is based on the concept of
“marginal prevention costs” (e.g. costs required to
bring back the environmental burden to a
sustainable level, by either end of pipe measures
17
or by system integrated solutions)

14

Disadvantage
Emissions (like CO2) and
energy are being left out.

Table 2.1:
Discussion
of various
indicators

Some argue expressing
ecological damage in money
can be misleading: it would
divert the attention from the
need to tackle the
environmental problem.

Excel datasheet: Eco-costs 2008: LCA data on products, services and energy
systems. Accessible through
http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/httpdocs/content/html/startpagina/startpag_5.html
15
Paper: Cooper, J.S., J. Fava "Life Cycle Assessment Practitioner Survey: Summary of
Results," Journal of Industrial Ecology (2006)
16
Website of ‘Pre’, ecology consultants: “Eco-indicator ’99, the principles explained”,
accessed 09-12-‘09
17
The EVR explained by Joost Vogtländer, “The concept of the eco-costs”, accessible
through http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/httpdocs/content/html/startpagina/startpag_2.html
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Carbon
footprint

Recalculates all numbers to the influence on the
carbon footprint in kilograms CO2 equivalent

Leaves out effects like
acidification and
deforestation

The main issue to take into account when selecting an indicator is whether or not to include
emissions (expressing the total environmental load completely in kilograms CO2). Seen the
global attention to CO2 emissions and carbon footprint, it would not be wise to leave the
emissions out. Because of this, the Eco-points ’99 are discarded. But focussing solely on the
emissions, like the Carbon Footprint indicator does, seems too unilateral: the SenterNovem
criteria focus mainly on material and substance use, so paying attention to the ecological
issues involved with materials is advisable.
The eco-costs take into account both the ecological damage (like deforestation and
acidification) as well as the ‘global warming potential’, which can be easily converted to the
carbon footprint of the product. Therefore the eco-costs are chosen to work with.
Simapro background
The vast database of the Simapro software program is based on many research projects and
Life Cycle Inventories. The numbers in the Simapro database are calculated from these
studies and are based on average practice. The dataset is subject to change: new
developments, research or insights may influence the data. Consequently, the analysis of the
VelopA products is momentary. Even during the course of the project numbers in the
database have changed.
For example: in Simapro the recycled content of stainless steel was set at 20%. But the
insight that the nowadays maximum recycled content is 60% was reason to adjust the data for
an estimated average recycled content of 40%, causing the eco-costs to go down by
approximately € 0,65.
Limitations of Simapro
New materials take some time to be implemented, so to quickly check an idea with a new
material is not possible; the environmental load can only be estimated after the material has
been added to the database. After all, the Simapro database is meant to be dynamic and to
be complemented to the latest developments. It might be that collaboration is possible with an
organization or person with the knowledge or connections to add new materials, to get new
materials or processes analyzed.
Practical use of the eco-costs
So the eco-costs are used to calculate the environmental load of a product. But the eco-costs
are not a good tool to indicate whether the product has a good sustainability performance or
not. Namely, the size and functionality of the product determine the environmental load. It
cannot be said that a large environmental load is worse than a small environmental load: that
would mean that large products are bad and small products are good.
The eco-costs should be seen as a property of the product, which can be used to determine
the sustainability performance of the product. It is now explained how.
The EVR
Let’s switch focus from the product properties to the desire to make the world more
sustainable. Seen in this very broad sense, it is desired that the impact of everything that
humanity does has an as low total impact on the environment as possible. This applies to all
actions, services and goods, but since this is about sustainable products, the focus is on the
goods.
Even as wealth is increasing, it is necessary that the total eco-costs are lowered. To reach
that, it is necessary that more and more products are made which have low eco-costs
compared to their price. It is necessary that all spending on products induce as little eco-costs
as possible.
In figure 2.1, the red line shows what happens when economic growth is stimulated over the
environment; the black line shows what happens if nothing is done; the green line is the line
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that should be followed. It shows the ‘delinking’ of economy and ecology, the creation of more
products with low eco-costs in regard to their price.
Figure 2.1:
Lowering the
eco-costs of
all expenses

This insight has been developed at the Delft University of Technology, by Joost Vogtländer. A
model has been developed which link the eco-costs to the value of the product, the Eco18
costs/Value Ratio (EVR) . To calculate the EVR, the eco-costs are divided by the value
(price) of the product, the value of a product being the price the customer pays for the
product.
For all products and services the EVR can be calculated. Building a house, for example, has
an EVR of 0,3; driving a car has an EVR of about 1,0 and the operations of a restaurant have
19
an EVR of around 0,6 . These are all high: in deliberation with Joost Vogtländer, products
with EVRs under 0,08 contribute to a low total eco-costs in such a way that they can be
classified as all right. So products with a low EVR do not have a negligible environmental
load: they also have eco-costs, but they do actively contribute to the lowering of the total ecocosts with regard to all expenses.
The EVR enables two things: comparison of completely different products with a different
functionality and quality, and the selection of sustainable products.
The practical use of the EVR will now be explained.
The aim is to keep the total eco-costs from the total expenses low: thus the total EVR should
be as low as possible. This also applies to, for example, the total expenses of a municipality.
Figure 2.2 shows that by buying products with a low EVR, the eco-costs can be kept under
control the best way.
It is shown that after a purchase with an EVR over 0,08 (Purchase 1, EVR ~ 0,12) it is harder
to return to the 0,08 line: the Purchase 1 should be counterbalanced by a purchase which has
a very low EVR (dark blue line, Purchase 2, EVR ~ 0,04). But that is unrealistic, since not
many products have a that low EVR though. By purchasing a product with an EVR of 0,08
next (light blue line, Purchase 2, EVR ~ 0,08) the first purchase is slightly balanced. The total
EVR is the mean of all purchased products’ EVRs.

18
19

The EVR explained by Joost Vogtländer “The concept of the EVR”,
Lecture on EVR
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Figure 2.2:
Keeping the
eco-costs
per
purchase
low

An example.
When for example a municipality would keep track of the eco-costs of their expenses, it could
be that targets are set. A target could be to keep the over all EVR under 0,08. That would be
a very nice target, but it is not very realistic at the time. As will become clear in the analysis,
only a number products variants reach an EVR of under 0,08.
So say that the target is set at 0,15: the total EVR has to stay under 0,15, which is not the
best regarding sustainability level, but is quite alright. Products with an EVR of 0,08 and below
then can counterbalance products which have a higher EVR, thus managing to keep the total
EVR in under 0,15.
.
So:
•
Products with a low EVR contribute to a low total EVR
•
Buying products with a low EVR should be encouraged.

Products have to be competitive.
One could argue that to obtain a sustainable product the price should simply be raised. But
for two reasons it is not a wise to artificially raise the price in order to obtain a better EVR:
- Customers generally do not accept products that are notably higher than they seem worth.
The product should be worth its price.
- It is best when the sustainable product is competitively priced than when it is an more
‘exclusive’ sustainable product. Namely: the goal is that the total EVR is lowered, which is
only reached when the product actually gets bought. The more products with a low EVR get
sold, the better. But that is only going to happen if it appeals to a large audience and almost
all customers have price as a number one criterion for a purchase. This consistent with the
notion of the triple P’s: planet – people – profit: apart from that the product has good
environmental qualities it still has to be wanted by the customers.
So when one wishes to obtain a lower EVR, the product’s environmental load (eco-costs)
should be lowered instead of the price raised.
A question could be: “are expensive products are more likely to have a low EVR than cheaper
products?”
It is true that discount products, which have almost no profit margin, are unlikely to reach an
EVR of under 0,08. On the other side, expensive products do not have their price for no
reason: expensive products are likely to cost more because of – for example – use of more
materials, they might have higher material costs, come from far away or have treatment,
etcetera. All of these also contribute to a higher environmental load. To reach an EVR of 0,08
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the eco-costs will have to be 12,5 times lower than the selling price. This is not easy to reach,
even for expensive products. The eco-costs really are the important factor.
A calculation example
Consider two benches. They have a different functionality, but both have the same amount of
eco-costs per seat: €25. Bench B, though, is more valuable: it is made of a more expensive
material and has three seats instead of two, so it costs twice as much as bench A. Say a
customer wants to place benches in a park so that the seating capacity is 100.
Seen from a sustainability point of view, the best choice is bench B, with EVR 0,075. But it
ends up to be much more expensive. It is likely that most customers choose the cheapest
option, though. It might very well be that there is a market for the bench, but it would be even
better when the bench would be truly competitive: if it would cost € 740 and has eco-costs of
€60, the product is probably sold more and can really make a difference.

A
B
B (competitive)

Seats

Price

2
3
3

500
1000
740

Eco-costs of
total bench
€ 50
€ 75
€ 60

EVR
0,10
0,075
0,075
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Products needed
for 100 seats
50
34
34

Total expenses
25000
34000
25100

Table 2.2:
Calculation
example

3 Analysis
This chapter will discuss the results of the actual analysis that was performed on eight
selected products. After discussing the product selection, the product’s performance is
addressed.
As explained before, the Simapro database is used express every life cycle aspect in one
single indicator, which combined lead to the over all environmental load of the product. Before
addressing the product variants and their environmental performance the individual life cycle
aspects will be discussed in paragraph 3.2, to pinpoint environmental issues in each life cycle
aspect, regardless of the product.
The relative performance of the products is attended to in paragraph 3.3, where the Simapro
results of all product variants will be compared. As conclusion, paragraph 3.4 deals with the
improvement potential and options per product.

3.1 Product selection
Eight products were selected to analyze, from a range of product categories. By selecting a
number of products instead of a few, insight is obtained in many different features. Analysis of
all these features and the possibility to extrapolate the results to products similar to the
analyzed ones will help to enlarge the understanding of a large share of the product portfolio
instead of only a limited part of it.
Criteria for the selection of products
The selection should be a good representation of the VelopA products; it should reflect the
variety of the product portfolio. To ensure the selection has variety and adequate coverage of
product features, a number of criteria have been set up.
Table 3.1:
Criteria for
product
selection

Criterion
Owned by VelopA

Explanation
VelopA should have the right to alter the products, otherwise recommendations
and conclusions of the analysis cannot lead to action. For many products this is
not the case; for instance, the design of many Omniplay products cannot be
influenced by VelopA. Of many products VelopA has the right to sell them, not to
alter them.

Product category

The product categories with the most important products to VelopA should be
represented.
Since material has a big influence on environmental performance, at least the
mainly used materials (concrete, wood, steel and stainless steel) should be
represented.
To be able reflect on the influence of size, weight and production techniques,
both small and large and simple and more complex products should be
represented.
Appearance not taken into account for the selection of products.
It is best to choose products from suppliers of which VelopA is an important
client, or products from suppliers that are a big supplier to VelopA, because of
two reasons:
•
They are more likely to cooperate in an investigation to their processes et
all.
•
Might change to processes or material be necessary, the change will have
positive influence on more than just a few products.
Rather choose products that create turnover and/or are the best selling product
of their category or products of which much is expected, than choosing products
that generate almost no turnover at all (because of notable impact when
something is changed.

Material

Shape and size

Suppliers

Sales numbers
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Consideration
Only a handful of products of VelopA Omniplay match the criterion of being owned by VelopA.
These are products built up of basic concrete elements, like the sandbox elements. It is
decided to focus on the Citystyle products, since concrete parts are also present in many of
the Citystyle products. Therefore, results from the analysis of concrete parts can most likely
be extrapolated to the concrete elements of the concrete elements of Citystyle.
Selection
Eight products were selected, based on the criteria and consideration above. See Appendix
A1 for detailed product information.
Name
BN

Picture

Features
Main category: street furniture
Sub-category: benches
Archetype of a bench, different variants that can be
compared. The concrete, wood, steel, recycled plastic are
st
nd
supplied by 1 and 2 rated suppliers.

Arc

Main category: bicycle parking systems
Sub-category: bicycle stand railings
The product that is supplied in stainless steel, a simple,
relatively light weight product with two concrete feet.

Articlean

Main category: street furniture
Sub-category: waste bins
Consists of four different parts and three different materials
Best selling product in its category.

Tulip

Main category: bicycle parking systems
Sub-category: bicycle standards
The best selling product of VelopA. More eccentric shape
than the other products. Made out of steel, comes in a
couple of varieties.

Etna

Main category: street furniture
Sub-category: flower tubs and tree tubs
The heaviest product of VelopA, consisting of one main
part. Made of reinforced concrete, in contrast with the
concrete feet of the BN.
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Table 3.2:
The selected
products

Meccado

Main category: shelters
Sub-category: universal shelters
The Meccado is the latest product of the shelter range. It is
the most complex product in the selection: it has lots of
parts and the customer is offered a wide variety of options.

Piano

Main category: street furniture
Sub-category: benches
A heavy steel product, completely made out of steel. In a
higher price segment than the BN and using more steel
than the Tulip.

VAP

Main category: street furniture
Sub-category: fencing and security posts
A simple product, both in wood and in recycled plastic, in
different varieties.

Characteristics of the selection
Table 3.3:
Characteristics of the
selection

Criterion
Owned by VelopA
Product category

Material

Shape and size

Suppliers

Sales numbers

How does this selection satisfy the criterion
All the products are owned by VelopA, but in the case of the Piano and Tulip the
shape cannot be altered without consultation of the original designer.
The VelopA products are divided into three main categories: street furniture,
bicycle parking systems and shelters. All three categories are represented, but the
street furniture category is very diverse: it is subdivided into 12 different categories,
some with few products, some with many. Of these categories, the four categories
which encompass the highest number of products and have the highest sales
numbers are represented in the selection.
The four main types of material are represented: wood, steel, stainless steel and
concrete, plus reinforced concrete and a number of composites that are used in a
number of products. Not represented, but used in a number of products, are: cast
iron, cured glass, terrazzo and Sanith concrete.
The physical properties of the products are diverse
From small to large (Arc, VAP, Articlean to Meccado)
From light to heavy (Arc to Etna)
From having a basic shape to being more decorative (VAP, BN to Tulip)
All suppliers of VelopA have been rated (1 to 3) by how an important client VelopA
st
is, and how much influence VelopA has on their business: the more 1 rated
st
suppliers in the selection, the better. In this selection, four of the six 1 rated
suppliers are represented. See list of represented suppliers in Appendix A2.
The suppliers are located both in The Netherlands as well as abroad.
The Tulip is the best selling product of VelopA and has therefore been added to
the selection, unless the design cannot be changed by VelopA without
authorisation of the designer. Further, the selection covers a number of best selling
products in their category: Articlean, BN, Etna and VAP.
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3.2 Life cycle aspects
Although the life cycle aspects will eventually be expressed in eco-costs and combined in one
single indicator, the various life cycle aspects are viewed individually to discuss specific
sustainability issues involved, regardless of the relative environmental load of that aspect on
the total environmental load. This paragraph offers an excerpt of the findings: full length
information about the life cycle aspects, especially of the materials section, can be found in
Appendix A3.
Data is gathered through a number of channels:
•
Requests for information (RFI’s), sent to suppliers. An RFI is an inquiry about specific
(in this case: sustainability) aspects of the product(s) manufactured by the supplier, to
gain more insight in the supply chain. The results are incorporated in the results of the
analysis, in the next section. A list of suppliers which returned the RFI and an example
of an RFI are added in Appendix A4.
•
Literature and internet;
•
Simapro data

3.2.1

Materials, production and finishing

A variety of materials is used in the selected products: tropical hardwood (both FSC-certified
as well as non-certified), pine wood, steel, stainless steel, concrete, reinforced concrete, ‘KLP
recycled plastic’, ‘Cintralux’ and ‘Massief NT’. The materials are clustered in four groups:
wood, steel, concrete and ‘other’.
Simapro contains a vast dataset of materials, containing eco-costs per kilogram. Included in
this number are all process steps for the manufacturing of the half product (so included are for
example: eco-costs for mining/logging, refining, forging and transportation to the
manufacturer). In Appendix A5 the eco-costs/kg or the mostly used and promising materials
are listed.

Wood
Wood is a renewable material and is seen as a CO2 neutral: the logged tree will be replaced
by newly planted tree or other vegetation, balancing for the CO2 the tree has sequestered
during its growth and which will be released at the end of its use. Therefore it is a sustainable
material in itself. Nevertheless, a number of environmental issues play a role. The Timber
Procurement Assessment System (TPAS) verifies existing international certification systems
20
for sustainable logging to the Dutch purchasing criteria . The Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) system is the most widely used TPAS verified system in The Netherlands. VelopA uses
FSC wood as well as non-certified wood.

20

Website VROM, environmental aspects of wood, accessed 13-11-‘08
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Table 3.4:
Wood types
in use by
VelopA

VelopA uses a number of different wood types:
Name
Class Type
Origin

21

I

Tropical hardwood

Cameroon, Congo,
Ghana, Ivory coast,
Brazil

22

II

Tropical hardwood

II

Tropical hardwood

Cameroon, Gabon
Brazil
Brazil

III

Hardwood

Scandinavia

Bilinga

Azobé

Cupiuba
Pine

Use in VelopA products

23

24

BN bench: non-certified as well
as FSC
Meccado: only FSC
The FSC wood originates from
Brazil
Used untreated and uncoated.
VAP: non-certified
Used untreated and uncoated
VAP: FSC
Used untreated and uncoated
BN bench
Because of the lower durability
class the wood needs to be
impregnated or coated.

Wood types are categorized in five classes, based on durability of the wood products, class I
having the longest life span, untreated in the open (>25y). For street furniture, a good
resistance to the elements is essential. Most class I and II types are tropical hard wood
species, which have a high enough durability not to need additional treatment. The lower
classes of wood do need extra protection, like impregnation and coating, to be durable
enough to use outside.
Figure 3.1:
Eco-costs
of various
wood types

Eco-costs

Carbon Footprint (kg CO2 equiv.)

7

€ 6,19

6
5
€ 3,96

4
3
2
1

€ 1,33
€ 0,86
0,48
0,48
0,48
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€ 0,05

0,55

0,55

1,24
0,55
€ 0,22
€ 0,12

0,85
€ 0,13
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In figure 3.1, the eco-costs/kg and carbon footprint of several wood types are show. Two
enhanced wood types – Accoya and Plato wood – are added which are not used by VelopA,
but since their environmental load per kilogram is low and will be discussed later in the
chapter, they are added as well.
The non-certified wood tropical rain forests has a very high environmental load in comparison
to other wood types because of illegal logging and the depletion of natural forests which
occurs in large scale. Both Azobé and Bilinga are marked as ‘vulnerable’ on the red list of The
25
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUNC) .
Regarding Bilinga: ‘It is heavily exploited for its timber, which is used in general construction
work. Regeneration is good in large canopy gaps but the species is outcompeted by other
pioneers after clear-felling.’
Regarding Azobé: ‘Wet evergreen forest continues to experience large-scale destruction.
Slow growth rate, poor regeneration in less than optimum conditions and over exploitation as
a timber species are contributing to the decline in population numbers through most of its
range.’
The FSC-certified variants score average, because tropical rain forest is still affected.
According to Joost Vogtländer, replanting trees is not always done and the promises are
better than the reality.

Treatments
The pine wood used at VelopA gets impregnated with a copper-based preserving substance.
By the SenterNovem criteria, this is not allowed anymore. VelopA is already looking for
solutions.
All pine wood is spray painted at VelopA, the tropical hard wood can optionally be coated.
There are two environmental drawbacks of the use of impregnated wood and coated wood:
- It prevents clean burning of the product: (harmful) coating particles end up in the residue,
which in turn needs extra treatment;
- The product needs to be repainted every two years.
So although the wood itself has a low environmental load, impregnation and coating add to it,
as well imposing an extra annual load.
EU regulations exist, limiting on the amount of solvents (volatile organic substances) in paint.
By 2010 a new limit will come into effect and the currently used paint does not comply with
this new limit. Altough Anker Stuy, the manufacturer, mentions on its website that paints have
26
been developed which meet the 2010 VOS limits , it is an issue for VelopA to keep an eye
on.
Best would be if the impregnation as well as the coating would have as little impact on the
environment as possible: the pine wood is grown locally and has very low eco-costs/kg. The
treatments are the spoil sports. More sustainable alternatives could be looked for.
Growth rate
An unsustainable aspect of wood is that it is often used faster than it can grow. Wood that
needs years to grow is used in product with a shorter lifespan. This is not a problem if more
wood is replanted, but this aspect is often neglected.
Sustainable developments
Two types of modified non-tropical hard wood have been developed, which offer alternatives
to the now used wood types. Besides looking for more sustainable solutions on impregnation
25

Website of The International Union for Conservation of Nature, ‘red list’ of wood
types, accessed 13-11-‘08

26

Website of producer Anker Stuy, accessed 02-03-‘09
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and coating, this modified wood already offers a sustainable alternative. The modified wood
offers the best of both worlds: it is non-tropical wood, which by the modifications has improved
durability, comparable to tropical hard wood, while does not need to be coated. These types
of wood solve all major sustainability issues with the currently used types and are promising
alternatives.
Plato wood
Plato is thermally modified wood. As the (Dutch) company Plato International claims: “the
treatment process dramatically improves the stability and durability of wood – while preserving
all of its normal mechanical properties. The process is completely natural and does not
27
involve any chemicals.” By this method it is possible to upgrade soft wood types (all FSCcertified) like Norway spruce and poplar to a higher durability class and eliminate the need to
use a copper-based wood preserving substances. Applications include cladding, decking,
28
fencing and even civil construction with direct ground and water contact . According to Plato
29
International, the wood is directly available even in large quantities . The price is believed to
30
be similar to tropical FSC-certified hardwood.
Accoya
Accoya is the name of acetylated wood: the wood is treated with effectively acetic anhydride,
which changes the free hydroxyls within the wood into acetyl groups. When this happens, the
31
wood’s ability to absorb water is reduced, which makes the wood extremely durable , as
durable as tropical hardwood. It does not need additional coating, so it offers the best of both
worlds: no tropical hardwood is used, still it has durability class I and does not need to be
coated for extra protection.
It is a truly sustainable material, since the pine wood that is used has a high growth rate: in 30
years it reaches maturity, while the lifespan of the wood is assessed at 40 years. Only
disadvantage is that it is not grown locally: at the time, the wood comes from plantations in
New Zealand, but there are plans to grow it in Germany as well. Standard beams of Accoya
wood are readily available and in large quantities.
Bamboo
Bamboo is one of the fastest growing wood types in the world. Products are made of bamboo
strips, which get pressed and laminated to form building material like sheets and beams. Glue
is needed for that, but no sustainable glue (on natural basis) exists that can be used outside.
Another disadvantage is its distance of production: the fast growing types grow in Asia; locally
produced bamboo is no option because its growth rate is too small to be effective.

Steel and stainless steel
Steel needs protection against corrosion, either by galvanization or in the form of stainless
steel, which is protected from corrosion by its alloy. For aesthetic reasons, and for an extra
layer of protection, the galvanized products are often powder coated. Steel is made from iron
ore, which has to be mined. For stainless steel, apart from steel a number of other metals has
to be mined. The depletion of virgin material and the ecological damage caused by the mining
are important factors of the environmental load of the material itself. Steel can be completely
recycled, but the protection does have its influence on the recycling process.

27

Document: Platowood – a sustainable inspiration, accessible through
http://www.platowood.nl/
28
Document: Platowood – a sustainable inspiration, accessible through
http://www.platowood.nl/
29
Conversation with Plato International customer service, 26-2-‘09
30
Conversation with Gamma customer service, 26-2-‘09
31
Website by Titan wood: Information about the acetylation of Accoya wood, accessed
24-2-‘09
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The choice of which type is best with regard to sustainability is not so straight forward, since
all protection types have their advantages and disadvantages. SenterNovem has no criteria in
place on steel or protection.

Stainless steel

Steel –
galvanized

Steel –
galvanized and
powder coated

Environmental advantages

Environmental disadvantages

Protected by its alloy: no extra
processes needed to protect the
material
Can be recycled in high quality
Both steel and zinc can after use be
separated, retrieved and recycled

Use of various metals leads to depletion
of non-renewable materials and
ecological damage

The coating prevents the washing off of
zinc

Zinc washes off into the soil and ground
water in a rate of around 1µm a year.
This causes an extra annual
environmental burden.
The use of powder coating and the
process to apply the coating impose an
extra environmental load.
Coating cannot be separated from the
steel at recycling. They get burned and
possible harmful particles end up in the
residue.

The eco-costs of steel products are not as straightforward as with other materials:
Eco-costs
Main cause
Stainess steel
Stainess steel 316 (X5CrNiMo18)

€ 3,12

Per kg

Metals depletion of several metals and
acidification

€ 0,47
€ 59,99

Per kg
Per m2

Depletion of Fe
Aquatic eco-toxicity

Galvanized and coated steel
Steel

€ 0,47

Per kg

Depletion of Fe

Zinc coating

€ 3,31

Per m2

Powder coating

€ 1,36

Per m2

Metals depletion and energy
consumption
Material use and energy consumption

Galvanized steel
Steel
Zinc coating plus outside use for 10
years

In 2005, a risk assessment on zinc and zinc compounds was carried out by order of the EU.
32
According to the International Zinc Association , observations from this assessment have
been translated in the EU risk reduction strategy on zinc in 2007. The adopted EU risk
reduction strategy does not include restrictions on the use of zinc products. “The conclusion
that zinc products are not the source of the higher water concentrations identified in the risk
assessment provides a positive outlook for zinc markets in the future.”
32

Research: Charles W.M. Bodar, Marja E.J. Pronk and Dick T.H.M. Sijm; The
European Union Risk Assessment, Zinc and Zinc Compounds: The Process and the Facts,
Integrated Environmental Assessment and Management — Volume 1, Number 4—pp. 301–
319, 2005.
accessible through: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16646379
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Table 3.5:
Environment
al
advantages
and
disadvantag
es of steel
types

Table 3.6:
combined
eco-costs
of steel
types

Simapro assigns high eco-costs to the use of zinc. But the outcome of the 2005 research, and
the conclusion of the European Union that zinc products are not the source of the zinc
concentrations in water, asks for putting the numbers into perspective. The Simapro data is
possibly based on earlier research, with subjects not as directly related to zinc use in products
as this research.

Conclusions
•
The outside use of stainless steel and galvanized product is legitimate, even though
washing off of particles occurs and Simapro assigns high costs for acidification to the
material: studies show that their use does not cause significantly elevated levels of
environmentally harmful particles.
•
A steel product, galvanized and with a safe to burn coating would be the best
sustainable option.
•
In the current use and protection of steel, it is not to say with certainty whether it is
preferable to use either galvanized steel or galvanized and powder coated steel: it all
depends on the magnitude of the environmental load caused by wearing off of zinc,
each year.
•
For both steel and stainless steel goes that the eco-costs per kg can be lowered
drastically when exclusively recycled material is used, because the environmental load
of metals depletion and mining is then reduced to 0.

Concrete
Concrete is a mixture of sand, gravel and crushed stone that is mixed with cement and water.
The cement making process is a comprehensive process and comprises roughly of two steps:
the fabrication of clinker, which is the most energy consuming process and the mixing of
cement. For the VelopA products, supplier Loveld uses CEM I cement: Portland cement with
33
95-100% volume percent clinker , the highest clinker level of all cements. The cement is
34
made by ENCI , the main producer of cement in the Netherlands. Loveld uses the substance
‘Glenium 51’ as an additive, which comes with a ISO14001 certificate of approval, so it is not
considered to be an environmental issue.
Concrete has low eco-costs (€0,068/kg) compared to steel and hardwood, but because it is
often used in large quantities the eco-costs of concrete parts do have their share in the total
eco-costs of the total product. Especially cement production is responsible for a couple of
environmental issues:
•
High energy consumption clinker production, because clinker is produced at 2000°C.
•
Environmental depletion because of chalk mining
•
CO2 emissions due to the conversion of chalk (CaCO3) into CaO and CO2.
Reinforced concrete has a slightly higher load (€0,086/kg) because of the added steel
reinforcement.
ENCI is involved in improving the environmental performance of all facets of cement
production, like the use of alternative materials as raw material and use of renewable energy
sources to reduce the CO2 reduction, and striving to a lower average clinker content in the
cement.
The best way to reduce the environmental load of concrete is choose concrete with a reduced
clinker content and with recycled material as aggregate. In cooperation with the suppliers of
the concrete products, VelopA could select a type of concrete with better environmental
qualities.
33

Concrete types according to NEN-EN 197-1: 200, accessible through:
www.cementenbeton.nl/component/option,com_docman/Itemid,0/task,doc_download/gid,383/
34
Website Heidelberg Cement, accessed 21-11-‘08
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SenterNovem has no active criterion on concrete; however, in the previous –conceptual–
version of the SenterNovem criteria, a criterion was present: “all concrete elements out of
sight should consist of an (undefined) part of recycled material.”

Other materials
KLP recycled plastic
KLP recycled plastic is for 100% made out of used thermoplastics. The main ingredients are
LDPE, HDPE and PP, fused with dye granulates, which are re-melted to form a new material.
From an environmental point of view, KLP recycled plastic has a lot of advantages and it is
marketed as a sustainable and high quality material.
The recycled plastic has low eco-costs, since –apart from the dye– no virgin material is used.
The eco-costs are based on transportation to producer Lankhorst, cleaning and melting. Other
advantages are its resistance to the elements and long lifespan, its resistance to washing off
particles to the environment, and no treatment is needed after manufacturing.
The only environmental disadvantage is that it is a mix of plastics, they get downcycled
instead of reused as high quality material. Therefore it is not a cradle-to-cradle material. This
was questioned, since KLP can be recycled as KLP again. Besides, KLP products generally
last very long, so its impact on the environment is very small. The cradle-to-cradle answer still
is “no”, since the polymer chains degrade when reused. It will eventually end up as waste.
Compliance to SenterNovem criteria
SenterNovem criterion
‘At least 90% of the plastic used in street furniture is recycled plastic (post
consumer material).’
‘Plastic parts heavier than 25gr and larger than 2cm2 are to be marked with a
symbol according to ISO11469 or ISO1043. Excluded are parts which cannot be
marked because of the production method (extrusion, sheet material,
calendering or foam)’

Compliance
Yes
The mould
needs to be
adapted for this
criterion.

Table 3.7:
compliance
to SenterNovem
criteria

Massief NT
Massief NT is a composite material made out of:
•
65% natural fibres: paper from saw-dust from planted Scandinavian wood
•
35% synthetic resin based on phenol.
•
Decorative acrylic layer
It is used as seating (beams) for the BN and as wall material (sheet) for the Meccado and is
supplied by Plastica Plaat B.V.
It is marketed by Plastica as an extremely sustainable product because of its longevity, the
origin of the natural fibres, the absence of heavy metals and halogens, and the possibility to
retrieve energy from the material from burning it. Used material can be brought back to
Plastica for further handling. A not mentioned downside is that the material is a definite oneway material. Recycling non-renewable material is a better option than burning it. The
phenolic resin is a thermoset and non-renewable material and there are no possibilities to
retrieve it at the end of life. Because of this, Massief NT cannot be classified as suited for
cradle-to-cradle. Because Massief NT is a non-renewable composite, the SenterNovem
criteria do not apply.
An attempt was made to calculate the eco-costs of the Massief NT, but the calculations are
full of uncertainties. Therefore the eco-costs of Massief NT are not considered reliable enough
to use in comparison with other product variants later on (see section 3.3). Uncertainties are:
•
PF-resin (phenol-formaldehyde) is the only phenol resin present in the database, the
Phenolic resin in Massief NT might be of a different composition;
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•
•

Table 3.8:
Estimation of
the eco-costs
of Massief NT

The type of paper is unknown, so an estimated value based on other paper types is
chosen.
The calculation is based on weight percentage, not on volume percentage (which is
more likely), since the specific mass of the components is unknown.

Eco-costs Massief NT
Weight
Paper (wood based)
PF resin
Acrylic laminating foil
(per m2)
Total

Eco-costs/kg Example: one shelf for BN bench
6,8 kg
Eco-costs
0,2
4,4 kg
€ 0,89
0,83
2,4 kg
€ 1,98
0,0024

0,24 m2

€ 0,001
€ 2,86

Based on the estimation, Massief NT has quite a high eco-costs per kg (close to stainless
steel), because of its share of Phenolic resin. Together with its inability to recycle, and
compared to for example galvanized steel, it can be said with certainty that Massief NT is not
the most sustainable available option for seating or cladding.

Cintralux
Cintralux is made of glass fibres embedded in a PE resin, used for the roof panels of the
Meccado, supplied by AG Plastics. According to Simapro, glass fibre reinforced PE resin has
eco-costs or €0,89/kg. Just as Massief NT, Cintralux is a non-renewable and one-way
material: it is not possible to recycle and the product gets burned after use. Because PE is
thermoplastic, it is possible to use mostly recycled PE for the resin, lowering the eco-costs,
but still, application as Cintralux is a final destination for the PE.
Because Cintralux is a non-recyclable composite, the SenterNovem criteria do not apply.

3.2.2

Packaging and transportation

Packaging
Packaging of the selected products is aimed at adequate protection of the product to prevent
damage caused by transportation. Most products are delivered to VelopA on wooden pallets
and materials used for packaging are wooden laths, PE foam film, plastic wrapping foil, plastic
shrink wrap foil, blister padding, foam blocks, cardboard (either boxes or sheets) and binding
straps. The pallet enables transfer by forklift trucks; the packaging must make sure the
product(s) will not shift during transportation.
Some of the material is reused, but part of the material is discarded. All packaging is done for
practical reasons, not for aesthetics or sales objectives, which would require extra packaging
material. The packaging practices as used on the VelopA products are common to these
types of products, being series produced products that are not to be sold through stores and
are transported over land by trucks as verified by Renee Wever, doctoral candidate in the
sustainability performance of packaging.
The exact amount of packaging material per product has not been calculated, but assuming
that a maximum of 1 kg packaging film (LDPE, €0,46/kg) and 1 kg cardboard (packaging,
corrugated board, €0,24), both material to be discarded, is used per product, the total
environmental load of packaging is maximum €0,70.
In most cases, packaging of the product and product parts is done with relatively little material
compared to the weight of the product or part itself. Most products are packed as compact as
possible. The Tulip is an exception: more material and effort is needed to protect the Tulip.
The preferences and demands concerning packaging by VelopA have indirectly lead to
efficient use of packaging material. Although the environmental load of the packaging is
limited and does not need immediate attention, improvements can certainly be made:
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•
•

•

Encourage the use of reusable material where possible and reduce the amount of oneway packaging material;
Reject excess material, like plastic sheets in between every product when it is not
necessary to ensure the quality, and limit the use of plastic wrapping foil or shrink wrap
foil, unless the product really needs this kind of protection or fixation. Especially for the
TuliP the packaging could be optimized;
Most materials can be recycled. See to it that the discarded material enters a recycle
program.

Transportation
The most used transportation means for VelopA products, ship and truck, heavily depend on
non-renewable energy sources. The largest environmental load comes from the fuel use:
main factors are the depletion of non-renewable fuels and emissions of greenhouse gases, so
there is little sustainable about transportation. Because overseas transportation is done in
huge amounts, the eco-costs per kg material are not as high as the less bulky transport by
truck.
According to Simapro, a truck of 24 ton carrying capacity has an environmental load of
€0,43/km, including fuel, maintenance and depreciation. About half of this load originates from
gaseous emissions. For example: a ride from Bast (Cz) and back (in total about 2100km) will
impose an environmental load of over €900,-.
The calculation of transportation of products, however, is based on the weight of the product
and the assumption that the truck will be carrying (almost) 24 ton one way and will be (almost)
empty on return. For a small product like the Arc (without the concrete feet), for example, the
environmental load of transportation from Bast to VelopA is limited to €0,50, because 6,8kg is
only a fraction of the total 24 ton that is transported at the same time.
In reality, the total load does not always reach the maximum load of 24 ton. Especially for
products with an open structure, which cannot be stacked densely (like the Tulip), the carried
load will be much less than 24 ton and the actual environmental load of transportation per
product will be notably higher.
The calculated transportation load is based on the Simapro assumptions of a fully loaded
truck, so as a result, the calculated transportation load can be regarded as the minimal
transportation load by truck.
So although the environmental load of transportation per product seems low, the
environmental load of one truck ride is considerable and unsustainable and taking actions to
reduce the load (for example by means of the number of rides or invest in cleaner
transportation means) are definitely worthwhile to pursue. However, for switching to
sustainable transportation – transportation based on renewable fuels – VelopA is dependent
on developments by others and availability and feasibility of new technologies.
What VelopA instantly can do is:
•
Keep the number of transportations as low as possible, thus try to use the full capacity
of the truck as much as possible, to keep the eco-costs per product as low as possible.
Currently, sometimes frames are used to transport double the amount of Tulips, which
doubles the truck’s capacity. To increase the capacity for all product types, the supplier
could invest in trucks that have the possibility to add an elevated platform in the truck,
which enables two layers of products to be transported.
•
VelopA wishes to keep the stock of products in Leiderdorp as small as possible and
strive to a very short time between order placement by the customer and delivery.
These two factors might lead to an increased frequency of deliveries to Leiderdorp, with
trucks loaded with less products. From a sustainability point of view, it should be
monitored whether this will is the case. It would be a waste if the manufacturer had to
supply the same amount of products while having to drive more often, just because it is
not allowed to let the client wait another two days.
•
Select manufacturers on proximity: locally produced products lead to a large reduction
of environmental load by transportation.
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For the future:
•
Keep an eye on the developments and invest in cleaner transportation means. Making
use of sustainable transportation means would be a perfect way for distinction from the
competition and proof of dedication.

3.2.3

Disassembly, maintenance and lifespan

Disassembly
Disassembly is important for all non-renewable materials: disassembly makes recycling and
reuse possible. The materials in a product that cannot be disassembled, might still be
recycled, but 100% recovery of joined materials is often not possible. For example, in the
case of a steel bar embedded in concrete foot, the steel can be sawn of at the base, the
concrete crushed and the rest of the steel can be melted.
Disassembly is a baseline demand for a cradle-to-cradle product. But also for non-cradle-tocradle products design for disassembly is an important way to help decrease the
environmental load: the released recycled material saves the need for new raw material to be
extracted and will lower the environmental load of the material. When 100% of a material is
recycled content, the environmental load of the material will only comprise of load from energy
use and transportation.
Whether or not a product can be disassembled cannot be expressed in eco-costs. Since
disassembly is the key for reuse of materials, it is made a criterion for a sustainable product
(see paragraph 4.2).
Lifespan and maintenance
The lifespan of a product depends on a large number of aspects.
•
the quality of the material(s)
•
the reliability of the construction
•
the type and frequency of use
•
the extent to which the product ‘enables’ vandalism
•
whether it will indeed become subject to vandalism
•
the need and frequency of maintenance
Many of these aspects have to do with where the product is placed: a bench placed in the city
centre will have to endure more than a bench that is placed on a quiet town square. A pole at
a parking lot will probably have to be replaced sooner than the same pole placed alongside a
quiet road.
By lists of requirement, VelopA has set qualitative demands for the construction and the
durability of the materials. Additional certificates (such as Fietsparkeur, which applies to
bicycle parking systems) set additional qualitative demands. All material used by VelopA is
selected on durability, or, in the case the material needs specific maintenance to ensure the
longevity, the product comes with a maintenance advice to keep the product from
deteriorating.
The lifespan of a product is of influence on the total environmental load: a bench with double
the lifespan of another bench saves one replacement purchase. When knowing the average
or estimated lifespan of a product, the eco-costs per year could be calculated. Or the EVR
could be divided by the lifespan to compare products better. However, this has not been
done, since the real lifespan depends on so many factors. It will most likely differ completely
from the estimated lifespan. Every case is different. Besides, no data is present on the
average lifespan of the products and to guess to what extent two products differ in lifespan is
not possible.
Because of all this, it is assumed that all products are able to reach a lifespan of minimum 15
years and on average the life span for every product is the same.
Maintenance of the products is optional. Whether maintenance is needed depends aspects
like the type of material and its daily environment: the frequency of use and whether or not
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graffiti is applied and needs to be removed. And even when maintenance is needed, it is
unsure whether it will actually be done: some customers purchase a product, let it be placed
and do not look after it unless it really needs replacement. Because maintenance differs for
every single product, it has not been integrated in the eco-costs of the product.
It is possible to integrate the lifespan and the maintenance into the life cycle assessment of
the products, thus determining the environmental load of the product over its entire life. But
this is only a necessity for products which effect the environment during their ‘life’, like electric
devices, and systems like cars. For more basic products like street furniture, the extra load
per year is very limited and can be left out without consequences. However, to make the life
cycle assessment more complete, environmental aspects caused by the life phase of the
product could be included, but will need additional research.
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3.3 Simapro analysis
With the aid of the Simapro database, the environmental load of all lifecycle stages of all
products has been expressed in a single indicator: the eco-costs. This paragraph shows the
methods used and the main results, and offers an explanation and interpretation of the
results.

3.3.1

Product ranking according to Simapro

All products have been analyzed as demonstrated in table 3.9. As an example for the method
used, the table shows the calculations for the ‘Tulip double sided’. As mentioned before, the
packaging material and maintenance load haven’t been taken into account, since the exact
amount of packaging was not determined and since maintenance is optional and variable of
nature: it is not always done for every product and the cleaning agents are unknown and differ
per cleaning service.
For every other life cycle aspect, the eco-costs and the carbon footprint have been
determined with the Simapro database. By dividing the total eco-costs by the price of the
product the Eco-costs/Value Ratio is determined, which enables comparison of products with
different functions. The same has been done for the carbon footprint.
Table 3.9: Tulip double sided
Example:
Price: €202
calculations Material
Steel
for the
Concrete
foot
double sided
Tulip
Production
galvanizing
powder coating
Transport to VelopA Tulip
concrete
Transport to
customer
End of life

complete product
recycling steel
crushing concrete

Simapro
factor

Ecocosts

EVR

Simapro
factor

CF (kg CO2 CF/price
equiv.)

13.78 kg
55.66 kg
1
m2

0.47

€ 6.48

1.548

0.068

€ 3.78

0.138

7.68

3.31

€ 3.31

6.228

6.23

1.22 m2
2160 km
120 km

1.35

€ 1.65

4.575

5.58

0.035

€ 1.04

0.091

2.72

0.035

€ 0.24

0.091

0.62

0.035

€ 0.16

0.091

0.41

0

€ 0.00

0.000

0.00

64

km
13.78 kg
55.66 kg

0.0014

Total

€ 0.08
€ 16.72

0.004
0.09

21.33

0.22
44.79

Uncertainties and assumptions
In order to be able to express the environmental load of a product in one indicator, specific
data regarding the products is needed. Necessary data cannot always be retrieved because
of various reasons: in some cases product data was inconclusive, and as said before, the
Simapro data itself is based on assumptions and can change over time, and finally the exact
data needed is not always present. Some assumptions have already been mentioned along
the way in paragraph 3.2. For verification, all assumptions and excluded aspects have been
listed. In Appendix A6 an explanatory list of all assumptions can be found; all calculations of
the individual product variants are listed in Appendix A7.
Remarks about the set-up of the analysis
•
As explained in section 3.2.2, the transportation load is the lower limit.
•
Repetitive environmental loads, for example repainting pine wood products every other
year or the annual impact of zinc to the environment have not been taken into account
because the lifespan of the products was not exactly determined.
•
The recycling of a material is considered to have no environmental impact, because that
impact is integrated in the environmental load of the raw material which has certain
percentage recycled content. It seems that waste treatment before recycling, energy
needed for separation has not been taken into account. It is likely that taking this into
account is possible in some way.
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0.22

Issues like this cause flaws in the calculations. It is adviced that before practical use of these
numbers, as suggested in the next sections, the calculations are reviewed by a third party
and, where needed, made more accurate for approval.
It can be seen that of all lifecycle aspects, material use has the highest contribution to the
total environmental load, followed by finishing (especially for the steel products) which is off
course a material related aspect. As mentioned before, transportation has not a very high load
per product, but it should be taken into account that this is the minimum load and the
environmental load of one truck ride is large.
Interpretation
Because of its error margin and the changing nature of the underlying data, the calculated
numbers should not be interpreted as exact, true figures, but as an indication. There is so
much explanation to it that it is not recommended to go public with the outcome and to use it
as a scientific indication of the environmental performance of the product. In paragraph 3.4
will be explained how the products can be labelled, according to the results, and in chapter 4
it will be explained how the calculated numbers can be used for showing the environmental
performance to the public.
First of all, the analysis of each lifecycle offers understanding of the contribution of each
aspect to the environmental load. Secondly, the results are valid to use for comparison of
products among each other: ‘what are the differences?’, but more important: ‘what are the
causes of these differences?’
All product variants listed
Eco-costs

EVR

CF

CF/price

CF/ecocosts

Price35

€ 6,76

0,03

14,8

0,06

2,2

€ 266

VAP KLP Removable

€ 8,56

0,05

14,2

0,08

1,7

€ 179

BN artisteel raster

€ 44,25

0,05

121,2

0,13

2,7

€ 914

Etna Tablee

€ 32,07

0,06

67,4

0,12

2,1

€ 579

Etna Sakee

€ 36,67

0,06

78,6

0,14

2,1

€ 579

Twin Tulip (4pf)

€ 28,86

0,07

77,9

0,18

2,7

€ 432

Piano on surface

€ 64,82

0,07

185,1

0,21

2,9

€ 885

BN KLP recycled plastic

€ 20,14

0,08

30,0

0,12

1,5

€ 255

Articlean, unloading from bottom, no support

€ 14,07

0,08

37,5

0,21

2,7

€ 175

Tulip one sided (1pf)

€ 14,33

0,08

37,5

0,21

2,6

€ 177

Piano below surface

€ 79,45

0,08

226,4

0,23

2,8

€ 968

Tulip double sided (2pf)

€ 17,61

0,09

46,6

0,23

2,6

€ 202

Articlean unloading from top, no support

€ 21,58

0,09

47,2

0,19

2,2

€ 247

Arc 1200 without bar

€ 31,13

0,09

49,7

0,14

1,6

€ 354

Etna Cascara

€ 57,36

0,09

129,2

0,20

2,3

€ 635

Articlean, unloading from top, single support

€ 28,56

0,09

70,1

0,22

2,5

€ 312

Tulip Traverse (8 pf)

€ 100,54

0,09

280,1

0,26

2,8

€ 1.090

Etna Mactra

€ 71,07

0,09

162,5

0,21

2,3

€ 768

Articlean, unloading from bottom, single support

€ 22,79

0,09

60,4

0,25

2,6

€ 240

VAP wood FSC removable

€ 18,94

0,10

18,1

0,09

1,0

€ 198

Arc 600 with bar

€ 33,59

0,10

52,9

0,15

1,6

€ 349

BN pine

35

Prices obtained from VelopA ordering catalogue 2009
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Table 3.10:
Calculated
values of
the product
variants

Arc 600 without bar

€ 29,21

0,10

47,1

0,16

1,6

€ 300

Articlean, unloading from bottom, double support

€ 30,73

Etna Tumbado

€ 63,80

0,10

87,2

0,28

2,8

€ 311

0,10

144,9

0,23

2,3

€ 635

Articlean, unloading from top, double support

€ 40,30

0,10

96,9

0,25

2,4

€ 388

Twin Tulip Traverse (16 pf)

€ 165,45

0,11

447,3

0,29

2,7

€ 1.565

Etna Balsa

€ 82,65

0,11

191,0

0,25

2,3

€ 768

Meccado steel raster

€ 412,49

0,11

1226,0

0,32

3,0

€ 3.825

Arc 1200 with bar

€ 39,90

0,11

61,8

0,16

1,5

€ 386

VAP KLP Fixed (1400)

€ 4,73

0,12

10,1

0,25

2,1

€ 40

Meccado hardwood FSC

€ 628,87

0,16

1112,7

0,28

1,8

€ 3.980

BN hardwood FSC

€ 48,63

0,19

25,9

0,10

0,5

€ 255

VAP wood FSC fixed (1000)

€ 17,32

0,23

10,6

0,14

0,6

€ 76

VAP wood FSC fixed (1400)

€ 24,03

0,29

14,6

0,18

0,6

€ 83

VAP wood non-FSC removable

€ 66,12

0,39

18,1

0,11

0,3

€ 171

BN hardwood non-FSC

€ 211,93

0,93

27,1

0,12

0,1

€ 228

VAP wood non-FSC fixed (1400)

€ 108,57

1,84

14,6

0,25

0,1

€ 59

VAP wood non-FSC fixed (1000)

€ 78,14

1,86

10,6

0,25

0,1

€ 42

Explanation of table 3.10
Classification of sustainable products is being done at the TU according to a product’s EVR.
That is why the table is ranked accordingly. The judgement of products – of their sustainability
level and optional improvements – will be handled later in paragraph 3.4.
The table is divided into three parts: two lines are drawn, one at the 0,08 border and one at
the 0,15 border.
•
All products with an EVR of 0,08 or lower are considered to have a good enough
sustainability performance: they actively contribute to keeping the total eco-costs of all
expenses on street furniture low.
•
The products with an EVR of 0,15 or higher are considered to be a sustainability
problem. These products have priority in the effort to improve their sustainability
performance. It should be regarded whether the score can be lowered by another
choice of material or whether only a redesign could bring the score down.
•
The products in between form a middle bracket with average scores. These might be
candidates for redesign in order to lift the product up to the 0,08 border.
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Table 3.11:
Products
ranked
according to
material

0,01
Pine

0,02
0,03
0,04

0,07

Stnlss stl

0,08
0,09
0,10
0,11
0,12
0,13
0,14
0,15

0,17
0,18
0,19
0,20
0,21
0,22

FSC-certified wood

0,16

0,23
0,24
0,25
0,26
0,27
0,28
0,29
0,30
0,31
0,32

Steel

0,06

Reinforced concrete

0,05

Table 3.11 shows that the highest EVR scores by far are
obtained by products which contain non-certified tropical
hardwood parts, followed by products which contain FSCcertified tropical hardwood. Their high scores are directly related
to material use and the ecological damage to natural rain forests
caused by the material use and this is consistent with the
conclusions in section 3.2.1. Tropical hardwood makes it difficult
to keep the eco-costs of the products at an acceptable level.
Luckily, other variants of the same product have lower EVRs,
and alternative wood types exist which lower the EVR without
altering the appearance of the product too much.
Stainless steel is the other material responsible for EVRs higher
than 0,08: the environmental load of the Arcs is relatively high,
but because they are also expensive, the EVRs end up in the
middle bracket.
In general, products with steel and concrete have potential to
reach the 0,08 border, however, most of products score
moderately. This is good, in a sense, since it points out that
most VelopA products are at least no sustainability dilemma.
However, they cannot be identified as having a good
sustainability performance either. Table 3.10 shows that a
number of products have variants in both the upper and middle
bracket. This gives insight to what aspects of products lead to a
good or moderate performance and gives insight to
improvement options. This also shows that it is not possible to
classify one product in its totality as having a good sustainability
performance; only variants might be.

0,33
0,34
0,35
0,36

0,38
0,39
0,40
…
1,86

Non-certified wood

0,37

It can be seen that the EVR’s of product variants sometimes differ quite a lot. This will be
discussed in section 3.4.3, but one special case will be highlighted here.
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The two VAP variants made of KLP recycled plastic show an odd difference.
Type
VAP fixed
VAP removable

Main material(s)
KLP
KPL and concrete foot

Eco-costs
€4,73
€8,56

Price
€40
€179

EVR
0,12
0,05

The fixed VAP has very low eco-costs, but is cheap as well, resulting in a high EVR. The
removable VAP has about twice as high eco-costs, which still is not very much, but it is over
four times more expensive, so the EVR is very low. It seems weird that products with such
similar build can differ so much in price and thus EVR. It seems unjust that the fixed VAP has
such a high EVR, while the environmental load is fine.
In general for cheap products holds that eco-costs have to be in balance with the price.
Obviously, in this case the fixed VAP is priced relatively low for its eco-costs and the
removable is priced high. It has been mentioned before: products have to be worth their price.
The removable poles have an extra function: they are specifically designed for places which
cause an increased risk for damage. When hit by a car, the mechanism inside the pole snaps,
causing the only the part above ground to dislocate, so the pavement will not get damaged.
This saves for the need for a repair team to repair the damage. Only the mechanism has to be
replaced. On the long run, this saves the customer money, since a repair team is costly. The
EVR of a repair team, according to Joost Vogtländer, is between 0,10 and 0,15. This justifies
the high costs of the removable VAP.

Carbon footprint
As well as the ecological load expressed in eco-costs, the carbon footprint has been
determined, because of the large public attention to the carbon footprint and reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
But as can be seen in table 3.10, having a small carbon footprint (CF) does not automatically
mean a small environmental load. A clear example is the use of wood: because wood is a
renewable resource it is considered to be CO2 neutral. The only contribution to the CF of
wood is the burden of logging and transportation to the processing location. But as has
become clear before, it depends heavily on the origin of the wood whether or not it poses an
environmental burden.
To get insight in the discrepancy between the eco-costs and the CF, the CF has been divided
by the price as well, to be able to compare it with the EVR. Table 3.12 shows the products
ranked by EVR, but shows next to it the ranking as were they were ranked according to
carbon footprint/price. The top ten, having the lowest CF/price scores, are highlighted.
Table 3.12:
Ranking
Ranking of
BN pine
products
according to
EVR and
CF/price
BN artisteel raster

via EVR via CF/price
1

1

Etna Cascara

19

25

2

6

Articlean, unloading from bottom,
double support

20

36

VAP KLP Removable

3

2

Etna Mactra

21

28

Twin Tulip (4pf)

4

10

Articlean, unloading from top,
double support

22

32

Etna Tablee

5

8

Twin Tulip Traverse (16 pf)

6

17

Tulip Traverse (8 pf)

7

Etna Sakee

8

Articlean, unloading from bottom, no
support

VAP wood FSC removable

23

3

Arc 600 with bar

24

14

21

Arc 600 without bar

25

15

11

Etna Tumbado

26

30

9

22

Arc 1200 with bar

27

16

Piano on surface

10

27

Etna Balsa

28

35

Tulip double sided (2pf)

11

24

VAP KLP Fixed (1400)

29

20
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Tulip one sided (1pf)

12

23

BN hardwood FSC

30

4

Articlean unloading from top,
no support

13

18

VAP wood FSC fixed (1000)

31

12

BN KLP recycled plastic

14

7

VAP wood FSC fixed (1400)

32

19

Piano below surface

15

31

VAP wood non-certified removable

33

5

Articlean, unloading from bottom, single
support

16

29

BN hardwood non-certified

34

9

Articlean, unloading from top, single
support

17

26

VAP wood non-certified fixed (1400)

35

33

Arc 1200 without bar

18

13

VAP wood non-certified fixed (1000)

36

34

As can be seen, the product ranking would be quite different according to CF/price. Five
products in the top 10 are made of tropical hard wood, with two exceptions: the VAP types
‘wood non-certified fixed’ score low in CF/price as well. Their CF is low, and so is their price.
This table pinpoints the objections one could have against using solely the carbon footprint as
sustainability indicator and possibly as selling argument.
One other indicator of the discrepancy between the environmental load and the CF is shown
in the right column of table 3.10: the ratio between the CF and the eco-costs. In general, the
CF of a product is about a factor 2 higher than the eco-costs (the mean ratio of the selected
products is 1.9). In the column, a substantially lower number indicates that the CF of the
product is substantially smaller than the environmental load. These cases are a good example
that judging the sustainability of a product solely by its CF is not a wise thing to do.
The other way around, what does it mean when a product has a high eco-costs/CF ratio?
After all, the environmental load of emissions is taken into account in the eco-costs, so what
does it mean when the CF is about 3 times the eco-costs? Products with the highest ecocosts/CF ratio are the products that are made entirely out of steel. Steel products have a
relative high contribution to CF, because of the load of galvanizing and powder coating. The
ratio seems to be an indication of the contribution of emissions to the total eco-costs.
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3.4 Assessment: products and improvement potential
The best way to keep the eco-costs of the total expenses on street furniture by a client as low
as possible is to let him select products with as low EVR’s as possible. For product design,
the key is to create a product which has high value while having low eco-costs. Raising the
price to create a low EVR is not wise: prerequisite is that the product is worth its selling price,
otherwise people will not perceive the product as being good value for their money.
However, reaching the 0,08 barrier is one thing; other issues are also important when it
comes to judging a product’s sustainability performance. A proposal is done for criteria to
which a product with a good (enough) sustainability performance should comply. There is a
difference between sustainability and reduced unsustainability; a difference between calling a
product ‘sustainable’ and products having a sustainability performance of a certain level.
Basically, a product it is not a sustainable product unless the product inflicts no environmental
load at all.
This chapter comments on the selected products and their variants, it discusses their current
sustainability performance and gives advice on what is needed to get below the 0,08 barrier.

3.4.1

Cradle-to-cradle

Whether or not it is chosen to design for cradle-to-cradle, the method has aspects which
connect with the above criteria and help contribute to a low environmental load of products.
Here some thoughts on cradle-to-cradle are addressed.
One of the prerequisites of cradle-to-cradle certification is to use only recycled or renewable
materials. Using recycled materials is the best way for the technical materials to reduce the
environmental load of the material. The environmental load will only consist of the load of
separation and reforming to high quality materials, the load of extracting and processing raw
materials is eliminated. This is especially suited for materials that are easy to retrieve, like
steel, or materials that are valuable.
This goes also for materials that are not considered to be cradle-to-cradle (because they
cannot be reused in the same quality): using recycled material as ingredients for concrete
lowers the environmental load of it. KLP recycled plastic also is a good example of that.
One problem of using 100% recycled material, though, is that the supply has to match the
demand. For now, with only limited amount of products produced this way, there is no
shortage of material. But if it were to be done on full scale, if all products would be made of
recycled material, would the supply of recycled material be high enough?
Another aspect of cradle-to-cradle, one that matches with the above criteria, is the design for
disassembly. It is always good to be able to separate materials in order to reuse them.
An issue that is not mentioned is transportation. The notion is that transportation also is done
in a sustainable way. But this is not the case yet. For sustainable product design nowadays,
creating stackable products is the way to reduce the environmental load of transportation.
All in all, design for cradle-to-cradle, especially when combined with efficient material use and
stackability, is a very promising way of reducing the environmental load to very low levels.
Final remark: it is open to any designer to create stackable products, 100% out of recycled
materials which can be disassembled and reused. It is a recipe to create products with a low
environmental load. It is not strictly necessary to apply for cradle-to-cradle certification for
these products. As John Ehrenfeld lectures, author of the book ‘Sustainability by Design – A
Subversive Strategy for Transforming Our Consumer Culture’, the method is free to use and it
is not a necessity to have connections with the two agencies, MBCD and EPEA, of the
founding fathers of the cradle-to-cradle philosophy Michael Braungart and William
McDonnough.
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3.4.2

Sustainability selection

This section deals with the question: what qualities should the product possess to be
righteously selected as ‘having a good enough sustainability performance’? There is a
difference between sustainability and reduced unsustainability. Products with a low EVR
approach sustainability, but they still aren’t sustainable: only products without any
environmental load would be. Therefore it is needed to draw a line and set up criteria for
products with a good enough sustainability level.
First of all, to what extent are the SenterNovem criteria valid? The SenterNovem criteria
address a number of (smaller) sustainability issues, resulting in the selection of products that
are ‘a bit less bad’. But compliance to the SenterNovem criteria does not guarantee the
customer that his purchase will lead to a low total environmental load inflicted by that
purchase. First of all, the SenterNovem document lacks a criterion on the use of non-certified
wood and furthermore it does not mention the quantity material used, which would justify
redundancy of material use.
Despite the fact that compliance to the SenterNovem criteria is not far-reaching enough to be
the single criterion for sustainable products, the SenterNovem criteria do deal with a number
of issues which are of importance, for instance the VOS content of solvents and the ban on
copper based preserving substances. Compliance to the SenterNovem criteria is also
important to the largest share of customers. Therefore it is important that products which are
labelled ‘having a good sustainability performance’ comply with the SenterNovem criteria.
The sustainability performance has been calculated by means of eco-costs. As explained in
section 2.2.2, the eco-costs show the environmental load of the product itself, the EVR
indicates the influence of the eco-costs on the budget. The goal of these products should be
to help keep the eco-costs of the total expenses of the client low, reaching a low overall EVR
(cumulative eco-costs divided by the total budget). The best way is to keep eco-costs of total
expenses on street furniture as low as possible is to select products with a low EVR.
The line has been drawn at an EVR of 0,08. These products cannot be called sustainable, but
they have a good enough sustainability level. However, being able to reuse the materials is
not expressed in this number. I think it is important to also incorporate the possibility to
disassemble the product when judging whether or not a product has a good sustainability
performance: a product is not worth the label when it as a low EVR but the inability to
separate parts leads to unnecessary waste.
There is an exception: little metal parts in leftover in the concrete feet can be separated from
the concrete after crushing it. These parts are not considered to be a bottleneck in the reuse
of the materials.

Proposal: criteria for a selection of products with a good enough sustainability performance:
1. The product has a maximum EVR of 0,08
2. The product can be disassembled
3. The product must match existing quality standards, to ensure sufficient lifespan.
4. The product complies with the SenterNovem criteria
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3.4.3

Improvement options per product

This section deals with the specific situation of the selected products. The products will be
assessed one by one. Goals are to identify the product variants which comply with the criteria
and, if not, give improvement options to meet the criteria. All products have been tested, sold
and used for years, so they are believed to match criterion nr. 3, and therefore that aspect will
not be discussed. Criterion nr.5 is only mentioned in case the product contains wood.
As well as the sustainability criteria it will be discussed whether the product in this form can be
a cradle-to-cradle product, and what needs to be done in order to apply for cradle-to-cradle
certification. This is because VelopA might wish to put more cradle-to-cradle products on the
market, and designing for cradle-to-cradle can be an effective way to reduce the
environmental load.
Another addition is effective transportation of the products, the ability to stack the products. It
is not selected as a criterion for sustainable products, because it is a way to reduce the
environmental load of the product, which is included in the criterion for a low EVR. But
because it might be handy to see whether stackability is a point of improvement it is added to
the assessment of the products.

Arc
Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly

Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Transportation efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle

€29 to €40
0,09 to 0,11
The Arc is embedded in the concrete feet. The concrete fills the arc
at the ends, making it impossible to completely separate the
materials. It is likely that the steel will be cut from the concrete, the
concrete gets crushed and the steel leftover will be discarded of.
Yes
Good
No: stainless steel and the concrete are not considered to be cradleto-cradle compliant materials and complete separation and retrieval
of all parts is not possible

Assessment
The Arc does not have a low enough EVR to be labelled as a product with a good
sustainability performance, although the Arc 1200 without bar comes close. The stainless
steel contributes heavily to the environmental load of the Arc; the two concrete feet raise the
eco-costs with €8. The EVR is not extraordinary high because of the relatively high price of
the product.
Options for alterations/redesign
Steel instead of
An Arc 600 with bar, executed in
stainless steel
galvanized and coated steel, has an
environmental load of around €17 instead
of almost €34: the eco-costs are halved.
The Leon is a similar product in the same
product category, made of galvanized and
coated steel. But based on the price of the
Leon, the EVR will be about the same: the
price for stainless steel is higher than for
plain steel.
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The Leon

Recycled content

Redesign: steel and
one concrete foot

Redesign: material
efficiency

Complete redesign,
with another material

How can the Arc be
adjusted become
cradle-to-cradle

The costs can also be lowered by addressing the eco-costs per kg.
Raising the recycled content of stainless steel. In order to get to
0,08, the eco-costs/kg (only) have to be lowered to € 2,70/kg
(instead of 3,12). This can be done by making sure the recycled
content of the steel is above average.
Using only one concrete foot saves €4 on
eco-costs, which for a small product like the
Arc makes a difference.
The Pi is a product of the same product
category with one concrete foot and made
of steel. Based on quick calculations, with
eco-costs close to €12, it is expected that
the Pi, having one concrete foot and being
available in galvanized and coated steel is
the best product of VelopA in this category.
The EVR of such a product, based on the
price of the Pi, is around 0,06.
The Arc uses 6 to 10 kg of steel. A reduction of 1 kg leads to an
EVR of 0,08 (for the Arc 1200/without bar). With a little smaller
diameter and wall thickness, about 1 kg can be saved, but it is
unknown whether the product then still complies with Fietsparkeur
demands.
The products in the bicycle stand category have estimated
minimum eco-costs of €10. In order for a product with €10 ecocosts to ensure an EVR of 0,08, it should cost at least €125,
however, the price of a product depends on material costs.
To outperform the eco-costs of €10, assuming the material load
may be €7 maximum, it is allowed to make use of 23kg of KLP,
about 50kg of Plato wood or 18 kg of Accoya wood.
Redesigning the product with a different material will lead to a
different shape of the product. Besides, the use of these materials
might not be suitable to comply with the strict quality demands of
Fietsparkeur (for example resistance to saw through the material).
A combination of different materials might be an option.
A galvanized steel product complies with the cradleto-cradle demands, but an alternative to the concrete
foot is needed. A product which would consist of
galvanized steel only, having galvanized steel parts to
fixate it to the ground level would do it. For cradle-tocradle certification, the steel needs to be 100%
recycled, which will lower the eco-costs/kg drastically
and will definitely get the EVR under 0,08.

Since other products in the product category (bicycle stands) already have a low EVR and the
Arc has no outrageous EVR there is no need to address the Arc itself. It just cannot be
labelled having a good sustainability performance.
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The Pi

Articlean

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly

Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Transportation efficiency

Cradle-to-cradle

€14 to €40
0,08 to 0,10
The Articlean variants with a (single or double) support, have their
support embedded in concrete, making disassembly and 100%
separation impossible. The variants without support can be fully
disassembled.
Yes
Poor/Moderate: containers of one product are transportation in each
other, but still a lot of air is transported. The transportation load is
likely to be higher than calculated.
No: coated steel, stainless steel and the concrete foot are not
considered a cradle-to-cradle materials and not in all cases complete
separation and retrieval of all parts is not possible

Assessment
This product is a fine example of how by changing the configuration, the environmental load
of the product can be influenced. The largest contribution to the environmental load is by the
two concrete feet and stainless steel bin, followed by the galvanized steel support. One
variant lacks all three of those parts and thus has the lowest environmental load: the variant
that can be hung from the wall or a lantern post and is emptied from the bottom so all the
garbage just falls out. It has an EVR of 0,08. Disadvantage is that the product cannot be
placed everywhere because of it dependency on a wall or lantern post.
Options for alterations/redesign
The challenge is to create a waste bin with EVR below 0,08 which can be placed everywhere.
Problem is: the best scoring variant is already stripped of all not strictly necessary parts and
reducing the wall thickness will weaken the product, reducing its quality. Getting a lower EVR
is going to be difficult in this price category. The best option is to reduce the environmental
load of the steel itself by increasing the recycled content.
The Articlean is one of the cheaper products it its category. A product made of steel in a
higher price segment could have an overall lower EVR.
A redesign option is to make a product out of material with a lower environmental load,
optionally in a higher price segment. Using for instance wood as main material (possibly in
combination with steel) could lower the total environmental load while enlarging the perceived
quality.
Cradle-to-cradle: no coating, only galvanized, alternative to concrete foot. This would make
the product very bare. A redesign is needed to make the product attractive.
A new waste bin, consisting of other materials combined with steel, optionally in the higher
price segment, could be an interesting addition to the product portfolio. With a maximum EVR
of 0,10 the Articlean itself is a product which has no priority to redesign.
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BN

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly
Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Use of non-FSC wood
Transportation efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle

€6,80 to €211
0,03 to 0,93
Yes, all variants can be completely disassembled
No: the BN pine gets impregnated with a copper-based substance;
The other variants: yes
Not good, all variants are also available in non-FSC hardwood
Good
No: the concrete and most seating material is not considered to be
cradle-to-cradle.

Three BN versions score have EVR’s of 0,08 or lower: with pine (0,03 / €6,80) and artisteel
(0,05 / €44) and KLP recycled plastic (0,08 / €20,14) seating. But the calculation of the pine
wood variant is incomplete and deceptively low. Pine by itself (without impregnation and
coating) has a very low load/kg, plus the density of pine wood is low: this coefficient
contributes to the low eco-costs. But this is the only product variant of which the lifespan is
indeed a factor: it is necessary to repaint the product every two years, or the lifespan will
decrease. Impregnation by a copper-based substance is not present in the database, but that
could well lead to an increase in EVR as well. Because it does not comply with the
SenterNovem criteria, the BN pine cannot be classified as having a good sustainability
performance.
The artisteel variant can be classified as having a good sustainability performance. Only thing
is that it is a great deal more expensive than the other variants. The KLP recycled plastic
variant is a good example of an inexpensive product with a low enough environmental load.
The problem variants are those with tropical hardwood. First it is focused to select a different
type of wood for these products.
Redesign with Plato wood yields an EVR of 0,035, based on the price of the pine wood. Since
unwanted extra treatments is not necessary, this is the best scoring product variant. If Plato
wood is found too brittle for this application, Accoya could be an option, having an EVR of
0,07. Because the price will probably be higher than for pine wood, the EVR is likely to turn
out lower. The high scores of the tropical hardwood can be easily lowered by selection of a
different type of wood.
Another good option is to see whether the coating and the impregnation can be done by
substances which are less to the environment.
Cradle-to-cradle
The BN is cannot become cradle-to-cradle without having to redesign it. Concrete is a
material that cannot be 100% reused as new concrete, therefore it is not a cradle-to-cradle
material. According to Japanese research a material has been developed which can be fully
reused as concrete (see additional information in Appendix A3, section developments in
concrete). Nevertheless, it is assumed that its availability and price are factors which make its
use not feasible.
So to make the BN cradle-to-cradle, a replacement material for the concrete foot should be
selected, all processes which deal with wood are to be changed according to cradle-to-cradle
and the steel coating also does not comply.
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Etna

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly
Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Transportation efficiency

Cradle-to-cradle

€32 to €83
0,06 to 0,11
The steel and concrete can be separated by specialized
machinery, but it is no easy disassembly
Yes
Poor: the products are large and heavy and cannot be stacked.
The transportation load per product is likely to be higher than
calculated because it is not possible to transport 24000 kg of Etna’s
(about 28 Etna type “Balsa”) with one truck.
No, the concrete is not a cradle-to-cradle material

Two of the Etna variants have a good sustainability performance. The others are just above
the 0,08 border. It is therefore not necessary to address the sustainability performance of the
Etna.
The material efficiency has been investigated. The wall thickness of the Etnas is 95 mm.
Upon inquiry, it is found that the minimum wall thickness for products outside is dependent on
a number of factors: the size of the product, the type, thickness of the reinforcement needed
for it, whether or not the product will come into contact with salt (scattered on icy roads). A
proposed 70mm was considered not feasible, but maybe just possible. The outer line and the
rim of the products have been carefully designed to have the desired look and are not to be
altered. This leaves little room for material removal.
But say the rim can be just a little bit smaller and the wall thickness is reduced with 10% to
85mm. 10% of the weight of the Etna variant Balsa will only reduce the EVR from 0,11 to
0,10. To reduce it to 0,08, a mass reduction of 30% is required. For the Etna variants Mactra,
Cascara and Tumbado (having EVR’s of 0,09 and 0,10) reductions of 14%, 13% and 23%
respectively are required. The first two might be possible, but the gain is not worth the effort.
The use of more sustainable concrete types is beneficial for all concrete products and parts
and is an example of a less pressing sustainability issue which can be addressed easily,
although it has no priority. It is something that can be implemented without having to change
the designs. Only, Simapro does not offer LCA information on these developments yet.
Point of attention is the transportation load: The product is not transport efficient. Lighter and
stackable products, as for example the Artiwood, are expected to have a way lower
transportation load.
Cradle-to-cradle
Because of the concrete, which does not get 100% reused as new concrete, the Etna as it is
cannot become a cradle-to-cradle product.
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Meccado
Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly

Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Use of non-FSC wood
Transportation efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle

The two variants have eco-costs of €412 and €629
And EVRs of 0,11 and 0,16
The wooden bars get pop riveted to the frame, so those are very
difficult to disassemble. The poles of the Meccado are embedded in
the concrete feet.
Yes
Good: the Meccado is only available with FSC-certified hardwood.
Good
No, because of the rooftop material (Cintralux), concrete feet and the
impracticality of disassembly.

The Meccado can be fitted with an energy efficient light of 11W. Let’s assume that the
Meccado is in placed for 15 years and that the light is switched on very night (taking as a
yearly average 12h of night for every 24h in a day). The energy consumption will be:
Estimate: lifespan Meccado
15 years
11 W = 11 J/s
11 * 15 * 365 *12 * 60 * 60
2.601,7 MJ
Total energy consumption in 15 years
Eco-costs of energy generation by coal in the
€ 0,077 per MJ
Netherlands
Total eco-costs over 15 years
0,077 * 2601,7
€ 200
Carbon footprint (kg CO2 equivalent)
0,562 * 2601,7
1159
On light will raise the eco-costs of the product with €200 a year. A Meccado with lights cannot
become a variant with good sustainability performance. Making use of renewable energy is
the only option.
Options for alterations/redesign
The Meccado is a promising product: a very low EVR can be obtained without changing the
design of the product: by using Plato wood and steel with a higher recycled content.
Redesign with Plato wood, but leaving the steel frame as it is will bring the EVR to 0,08. This
shows that the steel has a considerable share in the eco-costs:
Part
Share (%)
all metal parts
58
(only material)
galvanizing
11
concrete feet
9
cintralux plates
9
wooden laths
4
Cradle-to-cradle
The concrete feet are the problem here. If an alternative to the feet can be found, it is
relatively easy to make the Meccado a cradle-to-cradle product. Steel can be obtained
through the contacts which have been established via the Bend bench (see section 1.3);
furthermore it is needed to find a wood producer who is willing to adjust his production to the
cradle-to-cradle demands. As said, 100% recycled steel will drastically lower the
environmental load of the product and is the best option to obtain a low EVR.
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Piano

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly
Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Transportation efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle

€65 and €79
0,07 and 0,08
All parts can be disassembled
Yes
Moderate: parts are stackable, but with empty space in between.
Transportation load is likely to be higher than calculated.
No, only because of the coating

The Piano, with its good sustainability performance, is a good example of a more luxurious
looking product made of steel. By creating value with little material, the EVR can get low.
Although it is not necessary to address the sustainability performance of the Piano, some
insights in improvements are listed.
Reduction of steel is not the improvement option that leads to great reduction of the
environmental load: reduction of 10% in weight will decrease the EVR by 0,005 points.
Because the area stays the same, the load of galvanization and coating does not change.
The Piano typically is a product that owes his looks to the steel. Any other material would
completely alter its appearance.
The best way of reducing the environmental load is to increase the recycled content. Making
the Piano cradle-to-cradle is the most interesting option. It would be very interesting to find a
natural coating for use outside that can be safely burned. In that case it is only a small step to
make the Piano cradle-to-cradle without having to compromising its looks.
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Tulip

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly
Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Transportation efficiency

Can it apply for cradle-tocradle by design

€14 to €159, but per parking facility €4,50 to €14.
0,07 to 0,11
All main parts can be disassembled, a little bit of steel is embedded
in the concrete.
Yes
Poor. The product cannot be stacked, needs lots of packaging
material and transports lots of air. The transportation load is
believed to be much higher than calculated, because 24 ton equals
300 Twin Tulips. These can never be transported in one truck.
No, because of the concrete feet and the connections within.

The Tulip also is not a priority product, although to be sure the transportation load should be
recalculated. In material use, the Tulip is much like the Piano: the material can be changed
without changing the essence of the product.
Again, the best option is to increase the recycled content of steel. When an alternative can be
found for the concrete feet, the galvanized products can easily be made cradle-to-cradle. This
might be easiest for the Traverse products, since they only use stabilizers at both sides.
One issue to mention is the discrepancy between eco-costs per parking facility and EVR of
the product’s variants. This does not matter, but it is interesting to see. The configuration of
the product has influence on the eco-costs. The Twin variants manage the eco-costs best:
they are the most efficient products when it comes to sustainability. The one sided Tulip is
least efficient: it uses all its steel for only one parking facility. The EVRs do not reflect the
efficiency because the price per parking facility heavily differs between the products.
Variant
Twin traverse
Twin Tulip
Traverse
Tulip double sided
Tulip one sided

Parking
facilities
16
4
8
2
1

Total ecocosts
€ 159,47
€ 27,63
€ 95,95
€ 16,81
€ 13,66

EVR

Eco-costs per
parking facility

Price per
parking facility

0.11
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.09

€ 4,51
€ 6,91
€ 7,00
€ 8,41
€ 13,66

€ 98
€ 108
€ 136
€ 101
€ 177

The Tulip is the one product which leads to problems at transportation and packaging. The
transportation load should be recalculated, but it is expected for it to be substantially higher.
Redesign for better transportation is not feasible, though. It can be learned that creating
products that are stackable leads to lower eco-costs, no to mention the real costs that are
saved by having to drive less trucks.
Bicycle parking systems in general
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The small single bicycle stands are also addressed
quickly. They use little steel, but have a concrete foot. In
these cases, the concrete foot contributes most to the
environmental load, galvanization comes second. For
example, the small and cheap Fietsenvriend (€35, 0,4 kg
of steel) has an environmental load of €8,90 and an EVR
of 0,25. Contributions are € 4,08 of the concrete foot and
€ 3,98 of the galvanizing process.
The Fietsenvriend
This makes me wonder whether it is possible to replace
the concrete foot. Problem is, to get the same
environmental load as a concrete foot, 8,5 kg of steel or
13,6 kg KLP may be used. It is not sure whether a
construction this light can give adequate stability for the
same product.
Another option may be to construct the entire product out of another material. KLP recycled
plastic and modified wood both have low eco-costs/kg.

VAP

Overview
Eco-costs
EVR
Disassembly
Compliant to SenterNovem
criteria
Use of non-FSC wood
Transportation efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle

€4,70 to €109
0,05 to 1,86
Yes, considering the small metal parts in the removable VAPs
can be separated after crushing
Yes
Not good: is also available in non-certified hardwood
Good
KLP recycled plastic variants: no
Fixed wood variant: potentially, when process is adjusted to
cradle-to-cradle demands

The reasons for the difference between the seemingly equal KLP recycled plastic VAPs has
been discussed at section 3.3.1.
The wooden VAPs almost all score badly. Execution of the fixed 1000 and 1400 in Plato wood
leads to EVRs of 0,02 and 0,03, which is very good. The wood, however, is probably not
suited for this application, because it is quite brittle. Accoya wood has better properties but
only reduces the EVR to 0,07 and 0,10. The wooden VAP 1000 can thus easily become a
product with a good sustainability performance.
Other materials
In a quick comparison with concrete, the EVR of the VAP was calculated when executed in
concrete. Assuming the VAP 1000 costs €70 and the VAP 1400 costs €80, the EVRs become
approximately 0,055 and 0,065. Of course the price could become different because of the
material costs.
Two existing concrete products are the Jülich and the Max Stor. Their EVRs are:

Jülich
Max Stor

EVR

Material

Price

Weight

0,13
0,05

Plain concrete
Reinforced concrete

85
165

150 kg
88 kg
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So other products in the security posts category have a low EVR and it might very well be
possible to obtain a low EVR for a concrete VAP.
Cradle-to-cradle options are limited: the KLP recycled plastic and removable variants have no
prospect of becoming cradle-to-cradle. Only the wooden variants can, although it seems not
worth the effort.

3.4.4

Sustainable products

In general, the sustainability performance of the analyzed VelopA products is not bad at all.
All the analyzed products already have one or more variants with EVR 0,08 or lower, or can
reach that with alterations which do not affect the design of the product. This is a good result
and is promising for other products of VelopAs product portfolio. After all, the analyzed
products have been selected to form a representative mix.
The product variants that comply with all sustainability criteria are:
Product variant

EVR

VAP KLP Removable

0,05

BN artisteel raster

0,05

Etna Tablee

0,06

Etna Sakee

0,06

Twin Tulip (4pf)

0,07

Piano on surface

0,07

BN KLP recycled plastic

0,08

Articlean, unloading from bottom, no support

0,08

Tulip one sided (1pf)

0,08

Piano below surface

0,08

Table 3.13:
Products which
comply with the
sustainability
criteria

Note that the BN pine is not included in the list. Its low EVR was based on incomplete
information and in reality will be much higher because of the impregnation and coating, which
has to be repeated every two years. The impregnation is not conform the SenterNovem
criteria. These two reasons exclude the BN pine from being a sustainable product.
Criteria for sustainable products
1. The product has a maximum EVR of 0,08
2. The product can be disassembled
3. The product must match existing quality standards, to ensure sufficient lifespan.
4. The product complies with the SenterNovem criteria
5. The product may not contain non-certified wood
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3.4.5

Obtaining more sustainable products

If it is desired by VelopA to quickly upgrade existing products to sustainable products with an
EVR under 0,08, a number of straightforward changes have large effects:
•

For steel products: increase the recycled content of the steel. In most cases this will
drastically lower the environmental load, while the value of the product remains the
same, or might even increase.

•

For products with wooden cladding or beams: consider Plato wood. Plato wood is the
best option in wood use: being from local plantations and without the need for treatment,
it has virtually no environmental load. It cannot be used in all applications, though,
because the process increases its brittleness. Plato is compatible with steel, as opposed
to Accoya.

•

For wooden products which are subject to variable loads, consider Accoya wood. It is
not brittle, as Plato, because it is not dried. It has a little higher environmental load than
Plato wood, but it is a good alternative to the tropical hardwood and the coated pine
wood. Because of the acetylating process, Accoya needs stainless steel fasteners and
such.

•

Another option is to look for more sustainable coating and impregnation. No further
research was done to check the developments in these issues. It is expected that
finding a coating on natural basis which can be used outside might be a problem.
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4 Implementation
This chapter handles the practical implementation of sustainability in product development for
VelopA. A proposal is done regarding to what extent the development of products with good
sustainability should be pursued and embedded in the company’s strategy.
How to communicate the sustainability performance to the customers is the second issue to
be addressed. Paragraph 4.2 sets goals of what needs to be communicated to customers and
a proposal is done for communication means of the sustainability performance through
existing channels.
The chapter concludes with design directives: recommendations for the design process. It
encompasses tips to start-up a design process with sustainability as focus and tips how to get
to a product that indeed has a good sustainability performance.

4.1 Implementation
This paragraph deals with the question as to what extent VelopA should strive for ‘greening’
the product portfolio. Between the two extremes of doing nothing about sustainability and
having sustainability as prime business objective, where should VelopA stand?
The second part is focussed on which steps need to be taken in order to gradually implement
this strategy, the priorities and plan of approach.

4.1.1

Level of sustainability performance

The product portfolio can be regarded as having a certain level of sustainability. It is to be
determined what level is desired for VelopA. Five levels have been established, each with a
further reaching implementation in and implications to the business operations.
0. No attention is paid to any sustainability issue.
1. Compliance to the SenterNovem criteria.
2. Address pressing sustainability issues not attended to by the SenterNovem criteria
3. Creation of a number of products with good sustainability performance (according to the
criteria of section 3.4.2), strive to expand the amount of sustainable products, address less
pressing sustainability issues and anticipate on new criteria;
4. Optimization all products: strive to make all products sustainable and taking sustainability
into account for all new products (both products designed by VelopA and acquired products).

Discussion
In order to determine the desired level for VelopA, the needs and wishes have to be taken
into account. To what extent VelopA wishes to be engaged in sustainable development?
Current operations of VelopA show involvement in sustainable development in different ways.
Actions are:
•
Implementation of the ISO 14001 standard;
•
Offering sustainable products.
Furthermore there is motivation to be involved in innovative projects regarding sustainability.
Known objectives are:
•
Let the customers know that VelopA feels strongly about sustainable development;
•
Demonstrate the sustainability performance of (selected) products.
These issues play a part as well:
•
When can VelopA righteously to say “we are engaged in sustainable development, we
take it seriously?”
•
How can VelopA be positively distinctive from their competitors
What level of sustainability fits these actions and objectives?
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First of all, compliance to the SenterNovem criteria is necessary to stay in a competitive
position (level 1). Then, switching to 100% FSC wood (level 2) is a necessary step in order to
be credible in the claim of taking sustainability serious. Surely VelopA can engage in actions
like the development of sustainable products and environmental labelling, while still using
non-certified wood: those products would simply not be labelled sustainable. But until the
switch to 100% FSC wood is done, it is not just to say that VelopA feels strongly about
sustainable development. A mentioned before, making the switch to 100% FSC wood can be
achieved in a short period of time, since the contacted suppliers of wood have indicated to be
able to switch to supplying only FSC-certified wood instantly (Bilterijst), or, after deliberation,
shortly (Wicherson).
Level 3 and 4 are focussed on the creation of true sustainable products.
Level 4 is unrealistic to pursue: it would mean that all products that aren’t able to obtain the
desired sustainability performance by adjustments or redesign have to be discarded and
selection of new product should have to be based entirely on their sustainability performance.
It is not VelopAs intention to let sustainability be of predominant influence.
Level 3 fits VelopA business objectives best: it is based on taking an active stance towards
sustainability, instead of a passive. It means sustainable development as part of the business
operations, facilitating gradual implementation. It makes VelopA stand out positively, but there
is no urge to forcedly perfect all products. Two measures lead to distinctiveness:
•
Creating real sustainable products and enabling the customer to select a best choice;
•
Continuous improvement by addressing smaller environmental issues and taking to
account sustainability in the design process.
This level contains actions that can be gradually implemented: starting with offering a number
of sustainable products, then expanding it by either designing new products or implementing
less pressing sustainability improvements. First goal could be to strive for a product with good
sustainability level in each product category. In line with VelopAs will to place a number of
new products on the market each year, a part of these new could be products which are
designed for sustainability. Expanding the range of sustainable products shows commitment
and goodwill to the customers.

4.1.2

To do: Compliance to the SenterNovem criteria

VelopA is already working on this, but for completeness, this section gives an overview of
what needs to be done in order to comply with the SenterNovem criteria and prove
compliance.
For verification, VelopA must provide documentation to proves compliance. Documentation
per criterion:
Criterion

To provide for verification

1

‘Wooden parts have not been treated with copper-based
wood preserving substances (not applicable to surface
treatments)’.

A certificate from the supplier
with information about the
preserving substance(s) used.

2

‘At least 90% of the plastic used in street furniture is
recycled plastic (post consumer material).’ Exceptions:
plastics contributing less than 5% to the total weight of
the product and composite materials.

A list of the products which
contain over 5% of plastics.
With regard to these products:
list of parts in which plastics are
used with proof of compliance

3

‘Plastic parts heavier than 25gr and larger than 2cm2 are
to be marked with a symbol according to ISO11469 or
ISO1043. Excluded are parts which cannot be marked
because of the production method (extrusion, sheet

A declaration of compliance to
this criterion.
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Table 4.1:
Documentation to
provide for
the SenterNovem
criteria

material, calendering or foam)’
4

For solvent based coatings the SenterNovem criterion
follows the EU regulations: a maximum VOS content of
400 g/l applies now; per 2010 a maximum of 300 g/l
applies.
Allocating criterion
The product is designed taking into account the future
recycling possibilities. The product is ranked higher as it
complies with the following aspects:
•
An inventory of all materials is added, with a
distinction of the biological and technical nutrients;
•
In the case of the use of both biological and
technical nutrients, the components can be
separated after use, without having to make use of
additional substances;
•
Used materials can be recycled as high quality
material.

1. A declaration of compliance
to this criterion.
2. List of the paints used
including the details as
specified.
Declaration of compliance to
one or more of the three
allocation aspects.

Extrapolation to the complete product portfolio
The selected products identified criteria 1 (wood treatment) and 4 (VOS content) to be special
points of attention.
Extrapolation to the entire product range of VelopA Citystyle learns that criterion 2 (90%
recycled plastic) might apply to the shelter types which have PC or PMMA acrylic rooftops or
side walls.
Playground equipment is excluded by SenterNovem from the criteria.

4.1.3

To do: Active involvement

Implementation of level 3 needs preparations in order to be able to present products with a
good sustainability performance and expanding the offer.
Steps that need to be taken to be able to actively improve the sustainability of products:
1. Analyze and label all products;
2. Set up a system for selection of products with a good sustainability performance (for
elaboration: see ‘Communication’ (Paragraph 4.2));
3. Select which product categories are most in need of a sustainable product;
4. (Re)design a sustainable product in those categories
5. Address smaller environmental issues.
Analysis of all products
Before the sustainable products can be presented to the customer, it is necessary to have all
products assessed in a similar way, using Simapro. This can be done fairly quickly for
products made of materials that have already been analyzed in this project. Product
characteristics like weight, surface area, added substances and distance from supplier to
VelopA need to be determined. With the help of a basic exemplar table, the product
characteristics can be filled out and the eco-costs, EVR and carbon footprint will be calculated
automatically. See the basic table and corresponding search tables in Appendix A8.
The problem of the changing nature of the Simapro data can be overcome: according to Joost
Vogtländer, it is possible to couple the LCA calculations to the Simapro database. The
program obtains the Simapro coefficients directly from the database which is updated a
couple of times a year. This is done this way by companies which already make use of
Simapro.
Demonstration of sustainability performance
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VelopAs existing communication means can be completed with sustainability information. The
website can be used to offer an online feature, which allows the customer to select the most
sustainable options. The exact plan for communication is disclosed in paragraph 4.2. It could
be chosen to only let this feature and other communication means go into effect once all
product categories have at least one product with good sustainability performance, or it could
be chosen to implement it before all product categories are covered.
Selection of product category to design for
Two issues play a role in the selection: strategic developments and completion (to offer
products with a good sustainability performance in each product category).
Selection for completion arises from the Simapro analysis: select a category of which none of
the products yet have a good sustainability performance, see whether the criteria can be met
by improving one of the products or that a new product is needed.
Another option is to connect to a new sustainability trend or development. Such a
development might offer opportunities for new products and by connecting to it, products with
surplus value can be generated.
(Re)design of a product
Possible methods to create a product with a lower environmental load are:
•
Lower the eco-costs without altering the design
•
Redesign the product
•
Design a new product which has a low environmental load;
•
Design a new product that, besides having a low environmental load, has a positive
effect on the environment.
Address less stringent environmental issues
As last step, when a number of products have been labelled sustainable and the selection
system is operative, less significant environmental issues can be addressed. Besides creating
more sustainable products, VelopA can work on issues like lowering the clinker content in
concrete, selection of (new) more sustainable materials, lowering the environmental load of
transportation, recycling of packaging material, etc. Some of the actions could be in
anticipation of future SenterNovem criteria.
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4.2 Communication
It would be a pity of all the effort VelopA puts in creating sustainable products when the
customers would not learn about these products. First of all, it is checked whether existing
labels can be of any help in the communication.
Secondly, a proposal is done for communication of the sustainability performance of the
selected products through two existing channels: the website and the product information (PI-)
sheets.

4.2.1

Goals

Desired goals of the communication of sustainability efforts are:
•
To illustrate that VelopA is serious about sustainable development;
•
To show to customers what the green choices, the best sustainable products are;
•
To make it possible for the customers to make informed choices.
Specifically on product information, the customer should know that:
•
The selected products are designed with the environment in mind.
•
The products have been assessed by taking the complete lifecycle into account.

4.2.2

Existing labels

A label shows that the product complies with certain standards, verified by an independent
third party. A number of organizations offer environmental labelling on payment of a fee. The
SenterNovem document is not a label, since it does not include third party verification: it is up
to the customer to check the claim of the company.
Stichting Milieukeur is the prevailing Dutch organization for environmental labelling. Their
business is to develop and manage criteria to increase verification of sustainable
development, to make it reliable. Two of the labelling systems offer limited possibilities to
VelopA, one other has more potential for full use.
The label ‘Milieukeur’ is an environmental label for many kinds of products. It does not offer
36
labels for street furniture, but it has certification for concrete tiles, borders and bricks : a
minimum of 10% of the coarse aggregate has to consist of concrete granulate or mixed
granulate. For the Sanith concrete products in VelopAs product portfolio (like concrete
scenery elements and flower tubs) it might be an option to see if the Milieukeur certification
can be extended to these products. If this is the case, the granulate content of the concrete
first has to be investigated and possibly altered. However, even if the Milieukeur does apply, it
would only be so with a limited number of products.
In the past, Milieukeur certification was available for playground equipment, but because of
lack of interest in the certification, it was decided to deactivate it. It could be reactivated when
the interest in it increases again.
37

The European Ecolabel has no suitable certification for the VelopA products . Certification for
38
outdoor paints, pickling and lacquers is available , but since SenterNovem has included a
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Document by stichting MilieuKeur: Certification of concrete products, variant 01-11-‘08,
accessible through: http://www.stichtingmilieukeur.nl/files/categories/5/537/BTP-NL8.pdf
37
Website European Union, Index of product categories for certification, accessed 20-11-‘08
38
Document by commission of the European Communities, Establishing the ecological criteria
for the award of the Community eco-label to indoor paints and varnishes, 13.8.2008,
accessible through:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/ecolabel/product/pg_indoorpaints_en.htm
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criterion in its document as well, it would be double to apply for both. Besides, pickling is only
applied to a very limited amount of products.
39

‘Nordic Swan’ is a Scandinavian environmental labelling system , for a wide range of
40
products, including ‘outdoor furniture and playground equipment’ , yet the label applies only
to products that are not fixed to the surface (garden furniture) and is thus not applicable to
VelopA products. On the other hand, the label might give insight in what the future might bring
in The Netherlands: Nordic Swan takes many more aspects of the product lifecycle into
account. Having as a vision “a sustainable society where future generations will have the
same opportunities as we have today”, the criteria are much further reaching than those of
SenterNovem. It might very well be that in the future measures like these will be added as
criteria to the SenterNovem document.
A number of included measures: responsible use of wood, wood treatment and preservation,
the ability to recycle the material, disassembly possibilities, marking all plastic parts, content
of recycled material in metals and plastics, a ban on environmentally hazardous adhesives, a
plan how to collect and deal with waste.
Conclusion
No existing environmental label can be directly implemented for communicating the
sustainability level of the products, they do not cover the products that score best according to
the Simapro analysis. For example, even if Milieukeur certification for concrete product parts
is possible, it is still no guarantee that the complete product indeed has a good sustainability
performance according to the Simapro calculations, namely in case the product contains more
materials than concrete.
Because of this all, using existing labels alone will not suffice to ensure adequate
communication of the sustainability performance of the products. Hence, the sustainability
analysis and the ranking of products is not to be discarded.
The most valuable aspect is that compliance is third party guaranteed, which is not the case
for the analysis. It is advised to validate the LCA by an independent party in order to increase
the credibility of the sustainability claim by the Simapro analysis.

4.2.3

Communication of sustainability

Two always accessible media that VelopA already uses to communicate product information
and have proven to be effective are the product information sheets (PI-sheets) and the
website. In the upcoming section, a proposal is done to complement these communication
means with information about the sustainability performance of the products.
The PI-sheet is an A4 sized attractive looking hardcopy sheet which is sent to (potential)
customers of VelopA. Every product has its own PI-sheet which shows pictures of the product
variants and more detailed information on optional features, materials and dimensions. The
PI-sheets of all products are bundled in one VelopA folder. An example can be found in
Appendix A9.
The website has more extensive communication possibilities than the PI-sheet, while it is a
challenge to add information to the limited space of the PI-sheet.
According to Joost Vogtländer, it is a good idea to mention the eco-costs to clients: it has
been proven that eco-costs can be intuitively understood, that people accept it. An
explanation should be added of how the eco-costs can be of use to the client (being: keeping
the total eco-costs low by selecting the products which are labelled).
To show information on sustainability is different for customizable products like the Meccado
than it is standard products. The exact environmental load of customizable products cannot
39
40

Website Stichting MilieuKeur, Nordic Swan for non-food, accessed 20-11-‘08
Website Nordic Swan, accessed 20-11-‘08
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be shown because the set-up of the product is made according to the client’s preferences:
each individual case is different. General remarks on sustainability can be given for
customizable products, like which wall material would be advisable. If the customer desires to
know the environmental load of their choice, he could ask for a calculation provided by
VelopA.

Sustainability information on the website
Four informative screens can show the customer all that is needed:
•
Background information on sustainability
•
Ranking of most sustainable products
•
Specific information of the selected variants
•
Verification of information
First of all, it is best to give supply sustainability information only about product variants that
match the sustainability performance criteria. Giving information about the not so well scoring
ones as well, can only lead to trouble.
The main idea of sustainability information through the website is that the customer can use a
‘sustainability selector’: an application which ranks the product variants of a product category,
based on their EVR. Thus, the customer can select products with a good sustainability
performance.
Suggestion is to add a tab ‘Sustainability’ to the main navigation, through which the
sustainability selector and general information about VelopAs sustainability policy and acts
can be accessed.
Figure 4.1:
Add a tab
‘Sustainability’ in the
top menu

‘VelopA and sustainability’ can contain:
•
General statements: how VelopA is involved in sustainability
This would include spearheads (like being ISO 14001 certified, taking it further than
the SenterNovem criteria, taking into account the total lifecycle, the rejection of noncertified wood, etc.) and goals (like continuous improvement and expansion of the
product portfolio);
•
Information: how can the customer use the site to check the sustainability of the
products;
•
Explanation: how are the products assessed and on what basis does VelopA classify
their products as sustainable.
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•

Optional: this is also the location to add future sustainability reporting.

The sustainability selector:
Figure 4.2:
The
Sustainability
selector
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And its (potential) outcome:
Figure 4.3:
Possible
outcome of
the
sustainability
check
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The customer does not want sustainability claims that cannot be verified; he will want to know
why the product variant is selected as being sustainable. General sustainability and lifecycle
information can be supplied in a way as proposed in Figure 4.4. It is decent to provide links to
more background information on the used methods, like the EVR (the abbreviation is not
used, it is described) and the SenterNovem criteria which are in play.
Figure 4.4:
Information
about the
sustainability
performance
of the
variant

The website’s structure, of how the various screens about the sustainability performance can
be reached, can look like this:
Sustainability tab

General information

Product tab

Sustainability selector

List of variants

Variant information

Catalogue

Product category

Product

Product variants
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Sustainability information on the PI-sheet
The existing product information sheets have only limited space for extra information. It can
show some basic information on sustainability and refer to the website for more extensive
information. One problem is that often not all variants have a good sustainability performance.
What should definitely be on there is:
•
a notification whether or not one or more variants have a good sustainability
performance
•
a reference to the website, for more information and backgrounds.
In the case all product variants have a good sustainability performance, more information (like
figure 4.4) could be supplied.
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5 Direction for the design process
The goal of this design phase is a product that will serve as a showcase for VelopA. It will be
the first product that is designed with the sustainability criteria as major guideline. The product
must comply with the sustainability criteria and should be a welcome supplement to both the
public space as well as VelopAs product portfolio.
The design process will also serve as a showcase: the process is documented and evaluated
in order to serve as reference or aid in possible future design for sustainability projects.
Based on some theory, the sustainability analysis and the newly set up sustainability
requirement of an EVR under 0,08, it is explained which issues to keep in mind at the start of
a project of design for sustainability. It serves as a guideline for VelopA for the start of future
design projects.
The chapter continues with the execution of the mentioned steps of the first paragraph: the
selection and choice of a newly to design product. These parts serve as a starting point for
chapters six and seven.

5.1 The start of a design for sustainability project
At the start of any design project, strategic choices have to be made, the strategic direction
has to be determined. For a design for sustainability project, the first strategic choice is
already made: the creation of a sustainable product, that complies with the sustainability
criteria. It is off course not the strategic direction: the product needs a purpose and a market.
Besides determining the strategic direction, it has to be specified whether the goal is to
specifically design for cradle-to-cradle or not.
In paragraph 1.2, the levels of innovation have been introduced. Recalling in Figure 5.1, it
shows the level of sustainability improvement that can be reached starting up different types
of projects.
Figure 5.1:
Levels of
sustainability
improvement

For this project, the goal is already set. This graph is meant as a general view on how the
environmental load of a product can be changed with different types of innovation projects. In
this case, the goal is to create a product with an EVR under 0,08 and it is known it will be
street furniture. This changes the way of how to look at the graph. For example: system
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innovation is needed to reach a low EVR maybe is needed for a product like a car (with many
functionalities, complicated use scenarios and its main environmental load imposed during its
user phase). For street furniture, which imposes little to none extra environmental load during
its use phase, redesign is probably sufficient to improve the sustainability performance.
Selection of material is the most important issue, as will be discussed in Chapter 6. Function
innovation, the total reconsideration of the basic functions of the product, is more suited to
electrical appliances, like coffee machines. However, it can be an option for street furniture in
the sense of combining functions: it can lead to increased functionality with less material use.
So it is not necessary to really consider the innovation levels for future VelopA projects, as
long as it is kept in mind that both redesign of an existing product type or a designing a new
product type by function integration are options.
So the main questions are:
•
Determine the strategic direction:
- is there a need for a sustainable product in a specific product category?
- do (sustainable) trends or developments offer opportunities for new products ‘with
an extra’: products that have a good sustainability performance by themselves and
contribute to sustainability by their function?
- or is it just desired to design a sustainable product in a specific product category?
Combining trends/developments and needs is off course possible.
•
Design for cradle-to-cradle or not. Designing for cradle-to-cradle is likely to lead to
products with a low environmental load because of its use of recycled material.
However, designing and applying for cradle-to-cradle is a process and involves a lot of
arrangement, while it is not a necessity for obtaining a low environmental load.
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5.2 Directions
To select a direction to design for and a specific product, the product categories were
reviewed and recent societal sustainability developments have been identified. Out of those,
also in combination, four options for a new product were distilled. This paragraph shows the
reflection on these two subjects and discusses the four proposals.

5.2.1

Categories and need

None of the categories is in a real need for a sustainable product, since most of the analyzed
products have one or more varieties that have a good sustainability performance. The most
pressing issue, one that causes a number of products to have a bad sustainability
performance, is the use of non-certified tropical hardwood, but as said, this can be dealt with
by choosing alternative kinds of wood.
The categories will shortly be addressed:
Shelters
The Meccado does not score very well, but it is possibilities are great.
Besides the relative ease of changing the material load, shelters offer
possibilities to add for example solar cells, or green facilities.
Waste bins
The Articlean only has one variant with good sustainability level and this
product has limited functionality. Furthermore, all products in the category
are made of steel and stainless steel. VelopA is not the market leader in
the waste bin sector, Bammens is. There is no evidence Bammens is
involved in producing products with taking into account their sustainability
performance. Here’s an opportunity to create a new waste bin with a
different appearance and good sustainability performance.
Benches
The bench category has a wide range of different products and certain
variants of the analyzed products have a good sustainability score.
VelopA is involved in the process of obtaining cradle-to-cradle certification
of the bend bench and VelopA has organized a competition for
development of a sustainable bench.
So there is no direct need for another sustainable bench.
The bicycle parking systems is the category VelopA is most well known
for. The sustainability performance of some of the Tulip variants is fine,
although optimization is possible. All bicycle parking systems by VelopA
are made of steel and concrete feet, the concrete being responsible for
the largest share of the environmental load for small single bicycle stands.
Although the sustainability performance of the existing products is good or
not bad, it could be interesting to see what results can be reached with a
different material.
Flower tubs
Some of the Etna variants have a good sustainability performance.
Function integration with a seat could be an option to lower the EVR, but
there is no immediate need to design another flower pot in this category.
Fencing and security posts
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The VAP has one variant with good sustainability performance and other
products in its category seem to score well too. Products in this category
are made of a range of materials. There is no need for a new post with an
even better sustainability performance.

After looking at the product categories, their characteristics and promises, one especially
interesting product suggestion was identified.
Product proposal 1
A bicycle parking system out of treated wood such as Accoya or Plato. This is interesting
because:
•
The current products are all made of steel and concrete. Off course the environmental
load can only be lowered by using recycled steel. Can a better sustainability
performance be achieved by thinking outside steel and concrete? It will also create a
product with a different appearance, a different feel to it, than steel products.
•
Plato and Accoya look really promising, but what can be done with it? It is interesting to
use a new material in a showcase product.

5.2.2

Recent sustainable trends/developments

In a brainstorm session, four developments are identified which offer possibilities for a
sustainable product:
•
Increasing separation and recycling of waste
•
Increasing interest and sales of electrically powered products
•
Increased interest in and attention to the use of renewable energy sources
•
More nature/green in the city, creation of quiet areas.
These developments form three new fields in which VelopA can place a product. According to
the fields, the three other product proposals will be introduced. For an understanding what the
product could be like, some possible product variants are mentioned.
Development: increasing separation and recycling of waste
Product proposal 2: a waste bin with separation facilities
Background
Since the start of 2009 people in the Netherlands are encouraged to separate plastic from their
waste. This is a new step in the separation of household waste, which already is provided with
separate collection services for glass, paper, organic waste and chemical waste. Companies are also
urged to separate waste. One place where waste does not get separated is on the streets.
Connecting with the wish to reclaim material, a waste bin with separation facilities for on the streets
can be designed. It was checked with a number of organizations whether separation of waste on the
streets will work and whether it is desired or not.
According to Senternovem, Nederland Schoon and the Dutch umbrella organization for cleaning
services (NVRD), it would be good if such a product would be available. They think the waste stream
is large enough to make it worthwhile. Via Senternovem, VelopA could participate in a subsidized
41
programme for waste separation .
A number of points of attention came up:
42
•
Not all municipalities are convinced of the need to separate waste at the source . Especially
43
larger cities do not wish to participate in the newly started plastics campaign .
•
It is unclear whether separation on the streets will work: not everybody may be willing to take
effort to throw out their stuff in the right opening.
41

Conversations with representatives from those organizations
Website K plus V, counselling on climate, waste and cleaning, accessed 24-03-‘09
43
Conversation with Roteb, waste collection Rotterdam
42
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•

It should be researched what configuration will work.

Optional product variants
Because sudden introduction on the streets might
not work immediately, it could be chosen to start
with a waste bin for separation at specific locations.
Options are to cooperate with the NS and focus on
specific area like (news)paper collection or start with
a product at schools as an educational function
(learn young, learn fair).
Many types of configuration, sizes and visual
characteristics are possible.

Development: increasing interest and sales of electrically powered products
Development: increased interest in and attention to the use of renewable energy sources
Product proposal 3: charging spot for electrically powered vehicles
Background
The sale of electrically powered bikes is increasing rapidly each year: the sale has tripled the last
44
three years . Public places like restaurants and cafes, mostly located at recreation areas, offer to
charge the bikes. The city of Amsterdam has plans for full scale implementation of electrical vehicles
45
in the city by 2040 and is planning to place 200 charging points by 2010 . Electrical transportation,
46
powered by renewable energy sources, is regarded as a main future development .
Optional product variants
There are many possibilities to connect
to this development.
Types:
•
A single pole;
•
Charging point in an existing
shelter, either with solar panels
on the shelter or connected to the
grid;
•
To be hung to or embedded in a
wall;
•
One or more charging facility in
one product.
Location to aim for:
•
At resting-places at recreation
areas;
•
At a guarded bicycle area;
•
On the streets/squares;
•
At company’s parking areas
44

Website Fietsberaad, article ‘Elektrische fietsen niet aan te slepen’, accessed 24-03-‘09
Website In Overheid, article ‘Amsterdam zet in op elektrisch vervoer’ accessed 24-03-‘09
46
Website Elektrischvervoer.nl, article ‘Veel potentieel voor elektrische auto’, accessed 2403-‘09
45
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•

(bikes or cars);
At parking lots (for cars)

Development: more nature/green in the city, enlarged need of quiet and green areas
Product proposal 4: combination of street furniture with green space
Background
Introducing more green space in the city to improve the air quality and create pleasant everyday
surroundings in the city gets more and more attention. The platform ‘Groen en de stad’ lists many
publications on the importance of green surroundings and initiatives by municipalities that have
47
created more green in the city .
Green roofs and facades and urban gardens are examples of larger scale initiatives. For places
where smaller scale improvement is desired, street furniture in combination with green is a good
option. These have a double function: offering its original functionality plus enriching the surroundings
with green.
Optional product variants
•
New type of product
•
Combination of an existing
type of product with a
flower/tree tub

47

Website Groen en de stad, expert platform for increasing green in cities, accessed 26-03‘09
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5.3 Considerations and choice
This paragraph shows the line of thought for the selection of the newly to design product.
Besides the choice for a product and its strategic direction, it has to be decided whether or not
to design for cradle-to-cradle.

5.3.1

Strategic direction

The product is to be a showcase product for VelopA. After all, this is the first product that will
be designed according to the proposed design criteria for a sustainable product. Selection
criteria are:
•
is it a good product for an example project;
•
does VelopA believe in the potential in the product or development.
The product proposals were presented to VelopA for discussion.
Choice
It is decided upon designing a wooden bicycle system. VelopA likes the fact that the product
is something completely different from what there is now. The use of a new kind of wood is
found interesting and VelopA is interested to see what is possible. The fact that VelopA is
already well known for their bicycle parking systems is an advantage for placing it on the
market. It is seen as the best option for a showcase product.
Reasons to discard the other product proposals
Waste bin with separation facility
VelopA is not convinced of the need for such a product to place everywhere on the streets. It
is pointed out that designing for the NS goes in strict cooperation: the NS has a list of
requirements for products to be placed at train stations, so the freedom to design is very
much limited. A waste bin with separation facility aimed at schools, as education, could be a
good showcase product. However, prior research is needed in order to determine what works
best (configuration, information, waste collection system, etcetera). This is not feasible in this
design project.
Charging spot for electric vehicles
VelopA points out that VelopA has little products in its portfolio with electrical components and
provides no service contracts with clients. A product like this falls beyond VelopAs product
portfolio, it is too technical. Indeed, currently placed charging spots are provided by energy
supplier Eneco.
Solar panels on shelters are liked, but the integration of solar panels on an existing VelopA
shelter apparently is already under investigation internally.
Combination of street furniture with green space
VelopA has a critical stance towards function integration, the combining products that could
be two products. They’re not convinced about the types of products it brings forth. The opinion
is that one could just as well combine all of VelopAs product categories in one product.
Besides, there is no need for another sustainable bench, so products are limited to
combinations without benches, which limits the design freedom.

5.3.2

Cradle-to-cradle

It is chosen not to design explicitly for cradle-to-cradle, because of two reasons:
- Designing a product for cradle-to-cradle not only means selecting materials that are
approved of, but it also means selecting and contracting suppliers that are willing to
implement cradle-to-cradle in their production processes themselves. This might rule out, for
example, materials with low environmental load like KLP recycled plastic (because of the
material) or Accoya wood (because of the process).
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- VelopA is already involved in such a cradle-to-cradle implementation process (of the bend
bench).
It is however considered a benefit when the product is designed in such a way that the cradleto-cradle labelling process can be commenced without having to redesign the product.
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6 Theory
In this project, the design process is as much a showcase as is the designed product itself.
That is, this is the first time a product is designed explicitly according to the newly set up
requirements. To design for a low EVR involves taking the sustainability level into account
early on in the process. During the execution of the design process, some things were noticed
concerning material use. By taking notice of the findings, future design projects for
sustainability can be simpler than this first one, being: more like a regular design project.
This chapter describes several things:
•
How to check the sustainability performance of the product in an early stage of the
project;
•
Findings and opinions on the design for a low EVR;
•
The influence of the sustainability criteria on the course of the design process;
•
Directions for future design for sustainability projects.

6.1 Sustainability check
Sustainability criteria being the most important criteria, changes the way the design process
evolves. Every design process has criteria which are of greater and lesser importance.
However, in this case the whole design process is dominated by sustainability performance.
Apart from that the sustainability performance becomes a key decisive factor at every
consideration, the sustainability performance has to be calculated in advance in order to know
whether one is on the right track to a product with a low EVR. It will be explained why the
sustainability check, as it has been named, is done and what additional actions are
necessary.
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Figure 6.1:
The design
process
schematically

After some idea generation, it is desirable to know how things stand with regard to
sustainability. The goal is an estimation of the EVR, to check the potential of the idea. In the
first stages of a regular design process, ideas get combined to form complete solutions,
checked on criteria and a selection gets elaborated into concepts. For most criteria, the
designer is capable of making estimations whether the idea complies with it and select ideas
and sub-solutions.
To check the sustainability performance, estimations of the following quantities are needed:
•
the amount of material;
•
and an estimate of the selling price of the product.
For two reasons the sustainability check is performed with a quite large number (15 plus
variants) of ideas:
•
It is unknown how the design influences the sustainability performance (for example,
whether or not the configuration plays a role);
•
Because of this, it is risky to discard ideas based on other criteria: premature selection
could lead to the elimination of potentially good ideas.
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Checking all ideas would mean a lot of work plus having to check similar ideas. Therefore, a
pre-selection is made first: ideas based on less feasible working principles are discarded and
similar ideas are combined or left out.
Estimation of the amount of material needed
Because performing strength analyses is not feasible in this an early stage, the dimensions of
wooden parts are over dimensioned to be sure the product can be made.
Estimation of the selling price
At VelopA, generally the cost price is divided by 0,6 to obtain the selling price. The
determination of the cost price of a product depends on the factors: material use, man hours,
machining/tooling and transportation.
For the sustainability check, the price calculations have been simplified. The price is solely
based on the material costs. Man hours and tooling are believed to be the same for all ideas
and are left out, transportation is only a small factor (2 to 5% at VelopA) and is left out as well.
The real selling price will therefore be higher than the calculated selling price.
Continuation
Now that the reader is acquainted with the extra step in the design process, the sustainability
check, the focus will be shifted towards general findings regarding sustainability in the design
phase during the complete project. After the discussion of a number of topics, the attention is
focussed back on the design process itself and the influence of having to design for
sustainability.

6.1.1

Material selection

Essence
Materials with a low ‘own EVR’ are suited best to select for the design of sustainable
products. The ‘own EVR’ being the ratio between the material’s eco-costs per kilogram and its
(selling) price per kilogram. For example: it is almost impossible create products with a low
EVR if inexpensive materials are used which have high eco-costs per kilogram. This is
particularly plays a role when the material costs is the dominating factor of the cost price
calculation. For a lot of street furniture products this is the case.
Explanation
After selection of the four concepts, a check was made whether Accoya wood is indeed the
best material to construct with. During this material comparison, it was found that not only for
these concepts, but in general, some materials are better suited than others to use in a
sustainable product. During the design phase, the EVR of a product is estimated based on
the material use and material selling price. This brought the realization that every material has
its eco-costs/kg and its price/kg and thus its ‘own EVR’: eco-costs/price.
Figure 6.2 shows the eco-costs/kg of materials and their approximate selling price (because
the selling price can vary, it is pictured around a mean). The green line indicates what the
selling price should be, for the material to reach an EVR of 0,08.
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Figure 6.2:
Selling price
and ecocosts of
various
materials

Taking Accoya wood as an example: its eco-costs/kg are €0,385, but taking into account that
all the wood is used to retrieve energy, its total eco-costs are €0,27/kg. With a mean selling
price of €4, the own EVR of Accoya is around 0,07. This means that by creating a product
solely out of Accoya wood, it is guaranteed that the product meets the EVR under 0,08
requirement.
Plato wood scores best by far. So the use of wood has been reviewed: the four concepts
have been checked whether they can be constructed out of Plato wood. Because of the
thermo treatment, the wood is very dry and becomes brittle. Plato wood is used in
applications like floors, façades and fences, which form a larger entity which is not subjected
to much dynamic loads. For three of the concepts Plato wood is most likely unsuitable,
because of their shape, use and possible misuse (see paragraph 7.3).
To continue with graph 6.2, another example: stainless steel. The eco-costs are €3,12/kg
while its price is also high: around €5 per kg (with a large margin). This is by far not high
enough to reach an own EVR of 0,08. If an stainless steel product is to reach the 0,08 border,
it will have to cost €39/kg.
Material

Own EVR
(approx.)

Based on selling
price/kg (range)

Plato

0,004 - 0,01

€2,90 to €5,22

Accoya

0,05 - 0,095

€2,90 to €5,22

Concrete
KLP

Around 0,13
Around 0,12

Around €0,50
Around €2,70

Steel

0,15 to 0,45

€ 1 to € 3

0,17 – 0,30

€2,90 to €5,22

0,25 - 0,45

€2,90 to €5,22

Around 0,60

Around €5

FSC
Azobé
FSC
Bilinga
Stainless
steel
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Origin of price
Assumption: about the same price range as Accoya,
although probably in the lower range
Indication from Titan wood: € 900 to € 1600 per m3,
510kg/m3
Based on concrete foot: 60kg, €30
Based on VAP fixed KLP: 15kg, €40
48
Estimation based on steel prices : €1/kg + costs for
galvanizing/coating + margin
Assumption: about the same price range as Accoya,
although probably in the lower range
Assumption: about the same price range as Accoya,
although probably in the lower range
49

Estimate based on stainless steel prices

Website Staalprijzen.nl, current steel prices in The Netherlands, accessed 14-06-‘09
Prices obtained from MEPS International, supplier of steel market information.
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Table 6.1:
The
approximate
own EVR of
materials

It is possible to create a product with an EVR under 0,08 with a material that does not have an
own EVR of 0,08 or less, as the selling price is not determined by material costs alone.
Besides this, the consumer might perceive the value of the product differently, for example
when the product for example offers special functionality. This is shown in Figure 6.3: value
can be looked upon in two ways.
Figure 6.3:
created and
perceived
value

So with materials that have a higher own EVR it is still possible to create sustainable
products. Which is logical, otherwise almost none of the VelopA products could have been
found sustainable in the analysis. It is just that the higher the own EVR, the more difficult it is
to reach that 0,08 border.
Two examples of value creation:
The Twin Tulip with four parking facilities uses 55kg of concrete and 25kg of steel to create a
product which can contain four bikes. Comparing it to the Tulip double sided, which can
contain 2 bikes, the Twin Tulip uses 12kg more of steel, but offers double the functionality.
That is expressed in the costs of the products: the Twin Tulip costs about twice as much as
the Tulip double sided.
Another example of a product made out of a material with an own EVR higher than 0,08,
which nevertheless has more value, is the removable VAP executed in KLP recycled plastic.
The removable VAP has an internal mechanism which will fail when the pole is hit by a car.
This saves the pole itself: only the mechanism has to be replaced. Not the materials, but the
mechanism and its function increase the value of the product.
The table below shows an overview of the types of materials and whether they are suited to
use for a sustainable product. The statements in the table are all based on products that are
made entirely of the material. It does not apply to using a small bit of the material in the
product.
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Eco-costs per kg material
Middle
High
These materials are mostly suited to use for obtaining
an EVR under 0,08. The difficulty here is to create a
product that is also competitively priced. Creating an
It is difficult to create value
expensive product is easy, but it makes it exclusive
with.
and it is likely to be sold only to customers who are
The product is likely to be
willing to pay extra for this sustainable product. The
inexpensive because of the low
crux is to create sustainable products that are in
material costs. Unless value is
functionality and price comparable to existing products.
created by other product
Then they can truly make a difference in the consumer
aspects, it can be difficult to
culture.
reach the 0,08 border. Example
Examples are Plato and Accoya wood and recycled
material: KLP recycled plastic.
materials (recycled steel has a much lower
environmental load per kilogram than ‘normal’ steel,
but can be sold for at least the same price).

Table 6.2:
Possible
creation
of a
sustainable
product
with
various
materials

Middle

It is possible, but it is difficult to get EVR
low enough. Value creation in other ways
than material use is most likely needed.
Impossible to create a product
with an EVR under 0,08. The
selling price of products made
out materials like this is very
unlikely to be that high that it
can compensate for its
environmental load. This is
because the reason these
materials are used is solely
because they’re cheap.
An example material is noncertified tropical hardwood.
Example products are
electronic components, printed
50
circuit boards and the like .

High

Price per kg material

Low

Low

It is almost impossible to create a
sustainable product completely out of a
material with high eco-costs/kg. Even
though the high price reduces the EVR, it
is has to be extraordinarily (unreasonably)
high to counterbalance the environmental
load.
An example is stainless steel.

To conclude, an example from practice: Accoya has an own EVR of 0,071. When adding
materials with a higher own EVR, the total EVR rises. It can be calculated how much material
per kilogram Accoya may be added to stay just below the 0,08 border.
Added material

kg per kg Accoya,
(EVR 0,08)

% per kg Accoya,
(EVR 0,08)

kg per kg Accoya,
(EVR 0,10)

% per kg Accoya,
(EVR 0,10)

Stainless steel
Concrete
KLP

0,015
1,6
0,16

1,5%
160%
16%

0,096
unlimited
1

9,6%
100

50

Based on Simapro data
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Table 6.3:
Example
of the
influence
of
material
use on
the EVR

6.1.2

Product selling price

Essence
Two issues are discussed in this section.
1. Price discrepancy
As mentioned in the introduction of the sustainability check, the real selling price is likely to be
higher than calculated because the calculated selling price is based on material price alone.
The difference between the needed selling price for an EVR of 0,08 and the calculated price
based on materials, should be limited: then it is safe to assume that an EVR of 0,08 can be
obtained.
2. Some results of the sustainability check.
As well as having a good sustainability performance, the product should be competitive with
existing bicycle stands. The price per bicycle stand is a selection criterion as well. Certain
ideas have to be discarded because of either one or both of these criteria.

Price discrepancy
Although the environmental load of transportation is likely to be higher than calculated in most
cases, the material load of the product is the dominating factor of the total environmental load
of the product. The calculated selling price is believed to be a good starting point: if the
product has an EVR under 0,08 with the calculated price, it will certainly be below 0,08 when
the final selling price is determined.
This is very welcome for certain product ideas, because Accoya by itself (its ‘own EVR’) can
only reach an EVR of 0,071. Since stainless steel fasteners are required, the calculated EVR
for many ideas does not reach the 0,08 border.
However, the discrepancy between calculated selling price and price necessary for EVR 0,08
should not be too much. A €30 difference on a calculated selling price of €100, for example,
feels risky.
At the detailing stage of the design process the discrepancy really starts to play a role. It
becomes a tool for evaluation and selection of variants of construction. The limit for the
discrepancy was set at 20%.
In the graph below, the ideas are plotted according to their EVR and estimated price,
normalized to 1 parking facility. Every dot represents an idea (variant). For comparison, the
most expensive bicycle parking system by VelopA is the stainless steel Arc, costing about
€190 per parking facility (it can facilitate two bikes). The goal is to create a competitive
product with a price lower than €190, preferably below €150 per parking facility.
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Figure 6.4:
EVRs and
prices of
ideas and
variants;
idea with
good
performance

As can be seen, many ideas are close to the 0,08 border. The price of most ideas is at the
high side. Because of all the assumptions, as mentioned in the introduction, it is believed
that the price can be lowered.
Because of method of price calculation and the price discrepancy, ideas with a calculated
EVR of under 0,10 are believed to be feasible for a sustainable product with a final EVR of
under 0,08.
At this stage, the highlighted idea scores best according to both price and EVR.
Figure 6.5:
EVRs and
prices of
ideas and
variants;
ideas made
only of
Accoya

The highlighted group of dots in figure 6.5 represents ideas which are completely made of
Accoya wood. Because of the calculation method, they all have an EVR of 0,071. When
their wood use can be limited, their price may reach an acceptable level.
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Figure 6.6:
EVRs and
prices of
ideas and
variants;
Selected
ideas

The red dots in figure 6.6 represent the ideas that were selected. It is believed that
the two expensive ones have enough potential for material reduction.
Where the notion that the EVR and price will be subject to change is important in the selection
of ideas, the discrepancy between material price and necessary selling price really becomes
an issue in the detailing of the chosen final concept. The next section will deal with how the
design process evolved and what findings like those discussed in this paragraph mean for
future design for sustainability projects.
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6.2 Review of the design process
The steps that were taken in this design process were very useful for obtaining insight in
material use and the influence of changes to the EVR. With these insights, future design for
sustainability projects can be carried in out more goal-oriented way. What the design process
can look like when the sustainability performance is the most important goal will be discussed
in the next paragraph.
This section shortly reviews the experiences of having to design for sustainability in this
particular project. It serves as background information for paragraph 6.3, in which the design
process and findings are recapitulated and extrapolated to design projects in general.
Idea phase
Just like in any other design process the context can be widely explored. The ideas are not
judged by any criteria yet.
Getting ready for the sustainability check
A large number of ideas were made ready to perform a sustainability check on. Having to
consider the sustainability performance at this early stage brings some inconvenience to the
design process, because the ideas have to be elaborated in aspects that would normally be
addressed later, like the use of fasteners. Having to find solutions for all ideas took time and a
lot of estimations were made. However, for this one time, the sustainability check at this early
point in time was valuable, since it gave insight in the material use as described in the
previous sections.
Elaboration into concepts
Here it was found that the eco-costs and price could become very different, because of
changes in the construction. This did not have very much influence on the EVR, since the
starting point was Accoya, with a low own EVR. It was discovered that details can have the
largest influence on the EVR and the issues of relative use of materials with high own EVR to
materials with a low own EVR was found out about.
Detailing phase
In this stage, the environmental load and EVR of the product changed again. The basis was
alright because the sustainability check had been done, but details in construction and
fasteners had larger impact on the sustainability performance than anticipated.
Most important at this stage is that the design concept is elaborated into a good product in
terms of sturdiness of its construction. This is conflicting with the desire to use as little
material as possible to keep the price at a low enough level. Changes in construction,
especially the adding of fasteners and other parts to strengthen the construction, may have
larger influence than expected. The sustainability criterion makes it more difficult, because the
best solution for the construction is not always the most feasible sustainability wise. Besides,
wood comes in certain standard sizes, especially the length is often fixed.
Excel was used to quickly check the impact of changes in the design sustainability
performance, estimated price and needed price for EVR 0,08.
It has been uncertain until the very end what the actual EVR of the product would be. In the
end, for the prototype, the costs of the wood were much higher than expected: about
€2000/m3 instead of the estimated €1250/m3.

6.2.1

Sustainability performance of the final product

The sustainability performance has been calculated according to the sizes and price of the
wooden Accoya beams that were available and used. The measures and price differed from
what was expected:
•
The price for was calculated to be approximately €2000/m3 (obtained by converting the
price of the wood according to the obtained volume), whereas Titan wood had
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•

mentioned a selling price of €900 to €1600. Throughout the process, the mean price of
€1250 has been used. A low price has been used to estimate the EVR at the high side
and it was estimated that the price might be lowered because the Setto is to be a series
product. It is believed that the price of the wood for the prototype is high because it is a
small order.
The measures of the wooden beams are to one side 25mm wider than was previously
told. This means more wood per product is needed and the total volume increases.

All in all are the sustainability properties of the prototype:
Table 6.7:
The
sustainability
performance
of the final
product

Prototype (€2000/m3)
Volume of wood
Volume of stainless steel
Weight of wood
Weight of stainless steel

0,053
0,00005
27,03
0,30

Eco-costs
Material price
Selling price
EVR based on material
price

€ 8,92
€ 110
€ 183
0,049

With a somewhat lower price (€1600/m3)
when in series produced
Volume of wood
0,053
m3
Volume of stainless steel 0,00005 m3
Weight of wood
27,03
kg
Weight of stainless steel
0,3
kg

m3
m3
kg
kg

Eco-costs
Material price
Selling price
EVR based on material
price

8,92
€ 84
€ 141
0,063

It is a pity that the product turns out to be this expensive, after all the trouble that has been
done to keep the price under control. It is only to be hoped that the material price can be
lowered in the future, to make the product more competitive.
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6.3 Design for sustainability
Steps of the design process and statements on how to design for sustainability are
recapitulated in this paragraph. An attempt is made as well to give also some general advice
for design processes in which sustainability criteria play a central role.
The followed design process is characterized by a number of aspects:
•
The product is to be a sustainable product, according to preset requirements;
•
The material is selected in advance (although the exact type is definitely determined at
concept development);
•
The product is non-electronic.
The advice is specific for design projects of non-electronic products, since the design process
for sustainable electronic products is different in the way that it has an emphasis on the
environmental load of the user phase.
The advice is based on the findings of this first example project. It could well be that for other
design projects it will be much more straightforward to deal with the sustainability level, or it
might be more complex. Some examples:
•
Designing in steel or concrete has some advantages over designing in wood: rest
material and shape variety are less an issue;
•
The sustainability performance of a product made out of many different parts and
materials might be more difficult to asses and predict;
•
More difficult are products which are designed with relatively high EVR-materials, which
makes it difficult to estimate whether the value creation of the product will be sufficient.
First, the project will be addressed chronologically, mentioning how to deal with sustainability
throughout the process. Then, a number of issues regarding the design for a low EVR will be
discussed.

6.3.1

The process chronologically

Initiation of the project
Figure 6.3 shows the two issues which have to be decided on. The branches show the
various possibilities.
Trends

Opportunities

New materials

Choose direction
Problematic areas

Product category

CRADLE-TO-

Can use a (sustainability) boost

Yes
No
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Figure 6.3:
Diagram of
the choices
at the
initiation of
the project

Start of the design phase
After the direction and focus are determined, the design process can be commenced as
usual: with the exploration of the subject and the generation of many ideas. In this project, a
sustainability check was done early in the process, but it is advised to postpone this until four
complete product ideas are chosen. The ideas can be combined and selected according to
the other requirements. With a couple of directions – listed further in this section – on how to
design for a low EVR mind, the designer has some insight in what affects the sustainability
performance. Applying these eliminates the need to check the sustainability level of all ideas.
Concept elaboration
When a number of ideas have been selected to develop into concepts or variants, it is time to
check the sustainability performance. Four a small number of ideas, the sustainability check
will not take much extra time. Needed for the sustainability check are:
•
Material use (weight and possibly area, if treatments apply)
•
Price estimation (based on material prices)
The sustainability of the ideas can be checked by filling out the Excel sheet which is shown in
Appendix A10
Material use asks for some more developed sketches: global dimensions, construction and
type of connections and fasteners need to be determined. Executing the sustainability check
at this point in the design process is preferred because:
•
The concepts need to be elaborated anyway, so the sustainability check is a good goal
to work up to.
•
The concepts can still be changed when the outcome of the check is not satisfactory
•
Not too many and not too few ideas are left to check: performing the check further in the
design process might lead to the premature discarding of sustainability-viable ideas on
the basis of other criteria; performing the check earlier on in the process is a more
tedious job and less useful.
Selection of concept
The selection of the final concept can be done as usual: by means of the requirements for the
product, and adding weight to the requirements, including the sustainability requirements.
Elaboration and detailing
In the detailing phase, small changes in the construction can change the sustainability
performance.
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6.3.2

Design for a low EVR

Material

Eco-costs/kg

Own EVR
(approx.)

Comment

Plato

€ 0,128 minus
€0,1 (electricity
from rest material
& end of life)

0,004 0,01

Has such a low own EVR that it is perfect for
designing products with a very low EVR.

Accoya

€ 0,385 minus
€0,10

0,05 0,095

Concrete

€ 0,068 (plain)
€ 0,086
(reinforced)

Around
0,13

KLP

€ 0,31

Around
0,12

Steel

€ 0,47 plus added
treatments/
coatings

0,15 to
0,45

FSC
Azobé

€ 0,86 minus 0,10

0,17 –
0,30

FSC
Bilinga

Around € 1,33
minus 0,10

0,25 0,45

Stainless
steel

€ 3,12

Around
0,60

Table 6.8:
Feasibility of
various
materials to
design a
product with a
low EVR with.

Has a low own EVR, very good to use for
sustainable products. Disadvantage: stainless
steel has to be used as fasteners because
galvanised and coated steel will be affected by
the acids.
A concrete foot has an EVR of just over 0,13
and thus does not contribute to value creation.
Concrete can be used for sustainable products,
as the Etna variants prove: the concrete product
should be more special than selling it according
to its material value.
Same as concrete: can be used in sustainable
products, but has to get more value from its
functionality or application.
The best option is to raise the recycled content.
Without that, just like above, value creation is
needed. Compare the Fietsenvriend (functional,
price = €35, EVR = 0,25) to the Twin Tulip (4
parking facilities, appealing shape, price per
parking facility = €108, EVR = 0,07).
It is difficult, but when limited amounts and in a
high value/kg product, it is possible to create a
low EVR product with it. The higher load of the
wood has to be counterbalanced with a material
with lesser eco-costs/kg.
When used in small amounts, together with
materials with low own EVR (like recycled steel),
it might be possible. The material use (weight) of
the wood should not dominate the total weight.
Making a product with a low EVR out of only
stainless steel is virtually impossible: its value
should be about 8 times the material price.
Use in small amounts and has to be
counterbalanced with a material with a low own
EVR.

Recycled material
By table 6.8 it is wished to show the performance and potential of the materials as used in
regular practice. Additionally, an option that needs extra attention is the use of recycled
material. It has been mentioned that raising the recycled content of a material reduces the
environmental load. When the eco-costs/kg are low and a valuable product is made out of the
material, it is a very good option to create a new product while reducing waste material. This
goes for every material of the waste stream. An example is the use of wood pulp: rest wood is
shredded and can be used to make other products with.
The environmental load of recycled material consists of the environmental burden of
separation, transportation, optional additions and remoulding and can be very low.
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This point is consistent with the cradle-to-cradle philosophy of creating products out of 100%
recycled material and shows that applying cradle-to-cradle offers chances of obtaining a low
EVR as well.

Estimation of the EVR
The problem with predicting the EVR during the design process is that it is impossible to do a
precise prediction, unless the final selling price is determined in advance. The selling price
has everything to do with how the final design gets assessed. The only thing that can be done
during the design phase is making sure the estimation of the EVR is at the high side; that the
final EVR will for sure be lower.
For non-electronic products, materializing and detailing determine for a great deal the
sustainability performance of the product. In Appendix A10 the table is shown – which the
designer can use during the design process – to calculate an estimation of the EVR based on
material use and price. When the estimate of the material price is accurate, or at least not
estimated too low, the calculated EVR will be lower than the final one because the price
depends on more factors than material price alone.

Material selection
Know what you’re designing with. Select materials with a low own EVR. Limit the use of
added materials with a high own EVR. Here a list of materials and their feasibility to use in
sustainable products. Choose materials with an as low own EVR as main material to design
with.

Value creation through functionality
There are no rules for designing specific features of the product which will influence the EVR.
The only thing that can be kept in mind that increased functionality for low eco-costs is likely
to lower the EVR, because the product gets more valuable. The problem is that the effect on
the EVR cannot be predicted. Will the product be priced low because of its efficient material
use, or will it have an added price for its functionality? It can only be known if the approximate
selling price of the product is set in advance.
For example:
Two of the concepts offer parking facilities to a number of bikes. One of them is focussed on
using as little material as possible. It has the lowest eco-costs per parking facility, but its
calculated EVR is not very low: around 0,10. The EVR is calculated according to its material
use and since it uses some stainless steel fasteners the EVR is not reaching the 0,08 border.
But the product offers the functionality to contain 5 bikes: to what extent will that be an issue
when calculating the real selling price? Will it become a cheap product for bicycle stands,
since it uses little material, or will it become a mid-priced product because of its functionality?

Competitive products
The best is to create new sustainable products that can compete with existing products with a
high EVR. It is alright that the product is a little bit more expensive, but the price difference
should not be significant. This way it is made sure that the product will be bought and used,
provided that the product is an appealing and qualitatively good product too, off course.
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7 A wooden bicycle parking system
After having attended to the theoretical part of the design process, the actual design results
will be discussed. The design of bicycle parking systems for the public space has a long
history (which started with a VelopA product). In general, a lot of attention has already been
given to good practice, resulting in a directive document for bicycle parking systems.
To better understand the end result, which will be discussed in detail, the design actions are
summarized. The itinerary from context exploration to choice of concept will be explained in
the first few paragraphs, after which the detailed product proposal is presented.

7.1 The background of bicycle parking systems
A directorial document for the design of bicycle parking systems is ‘Fietsparkeur’.
Fietsparkeur is a label for bicycle parking systems: it lists qualitative requirements. In 1998 it
has been established in order to get the supply of bicycle parking systems to a certain
standard. Its focus is to better tailor the bicycle parking systems to the consumer’s needs. The
requirements of Fietsparkeur are valuable, since they are in place to ensure good design.
Nevertheless, it is decided not to necessarily pursue the Fietsparkeur label. The main reason
is that the label implies the presence of a anti-theft facility. As next section will also point out,
it is not strictly necessary to have such a facility in order to be a good product. There is still a
market for products without anti-theft facility. Secondly, the requirement of the presence of an
anti-theft facility is believed to restrict the design freedom to design a wooden bicycle parking
system, an unusual product. Therefore, the presence of an anti-theft facility is regarded as an
advantage, and is added to the list of wishes.
Fietsparkeur does have a quite a number of requirements that apply to good bicycle parking
design, with or without an anti-theft facility. These requirements have been adopted to or
adapted and added to the list of requirements.

The containment of a bike
Of importance for adequate containment is
•
Preventing the bicycle of falling sideward;
•
Preventing the bicycle of rolling back and forth.
Bicycle parking systems are characterized by several features:
•
The working principle;
•
The configuration: stand alone or as a rack and whether it is a ‘high/low’ system or not;
•
Whether it has an anti-theft facility.
By means of a number of existing products, the working principle and other characteristics of
common parking systems will be explained. In Appendix A11, some other interesting existing
bicycle stands are displayed. The aim is to give some insight in the wide variety of working
principles and types of bicycle parking systems.
Stand railings
Parking facilities: 2
Working principle: bike leans to stand railing
by its frame
Configuration: stand alone
High/low: no
Anti-theft facility: yes
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Solo, single support
Parking facilities: 1
Working principle: the front wheel is
supported and prevented from back and forth
movement by the two protruding arcs, the
wheel is prevented from falling over at three
places by the straight sections.
Configuration: stand alone
High/low: yes
Anti-theft facility: no
Classic bicycle clamp
Parking facilities: 1
Configuration: stand alone
Working principle: the front wheel is clamped
at two spots symmetric to the horizontal midplane of the wheel.
High/low: no
Anti-theft facility: no
Further: when the wheels of the bike are not
in line with each other, the bicycle can fall
over quite easily.
Bikkel, clamp by VelopA
Parking facilities: 1
Configuration: stand alone
Working principle: it clamps the wheel
asymmetrically, offering a more support than
the above product.
High/low: no
Anti-theft facility: no
Rack
Parking facilities: multiple
Configuration: rack
Working principle: as the Solo, supports the
wheel in all directions
High/low: yes
Anti-theft facility: no
Rack, The Fourchet
Parking facilities: multiple
Configuration: rack
Working principle: as the Solo, supports the
wheel in all directions, but offers additional
support to the front fork
High/low: yes
Anti-theft facility: yes
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Bicycle stand, Lasso
Parking facilities: 2
Configuration: stand alone
Working principle: contains the bike at the
seat tube
High/low: no
Anti-theft facility: yes
Tulip
Parking facilities: 1, 2, or multiple
Configuration: can be ordered as stand alone
as well as a rack
Working principle: same as the Solo, supports
wheel in all directions
High/low: yes
Anti-theft facility: yes

Parking facilities: multiple
Configuration: rack
Working principle: the steer is placed in two
hooks which lift the front part of the bike
High/low: yes
Anti-theft facility: yes

Although appropriate criteria from Fietsparkeur can be found in the list of requirements
(Appendix A12), a number of requirements are so important to good bicycle parking system
design that they are explicitly mentioned.
The distance between two bikes on the same level has to be
650mm minimal.
In an angled configuration, the minimum distance increases:
distance = 650/cos[angle].
In a high/low configuration, the minimum distance of two bikes
is 375mm.
Configuration with the bikes opposite each other is off course
possible, but the minimum distance of 650mm still has to be
respected.
51
Many kinds of different bicycles exist. Some bicycle parking systems are better suited for different
bike types than others. Next, there will always be a type of bike or a crazy custom made model that
does not fit the newly to design parking facility. Fietsparkeur sets requirements for the types and
sizes of bikes which the parking system will have to be able to contain. Because the requirement
on bicycle types covers a wide variety of bicycle types and sizes, this requirement is adopted in the
list of requirements.
Fietsparkeur considers 3 types of bicycles: city bikes, mountain bikes (ATB) and racing bikes, all
having their significant features and sizes.
In the case of a parking system that restrains the wheel, covered wheel sizes are: all sizes
between 24’’ and 28’’; width 27mm to 47mm.

51
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Mountainbike (ATB)

City bike

Racing bike

Bicycle types that consequently is not explicitly designed for are, for example, folding bikes,
children’s bikes, recumbent bikes and carrier bikes. It is a pre if the design is able to support
these kinds of alternative bicycle types.
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7.2 Criteria
The design process is not just commenced: it needs goals and guidelines This paragraph
shows the main requirements to which a good sustainable bicycle parking system must
comply as well as a vision on designing for the public space.

7.2.1

Requirements

The complete list of requirements can be found in Appendix A12. For the idea phase and
elaboration to concepts a number of requirements became working requirements for the
design process. These are the main criteria which give direction to the designing and are
listed in Table 7.1. Four of these were the most important: they are the first four requirements
in the table.
Table 7.1:
Working
requirements

Sustainability

Construction

Production and placement

Practical use

Appearance
Wishes

The product has an EVR of less then 0,08
The product can be disassembled
The product stabilizes the bicycle in such a way that the bicycle is
contained by the product or leans to the product without falling over or
getting damaged
52
The product needs to be able to resist the “attack test ” of
Fietsparkeur. This applies to both the construction as the stability.
The product is suited for series production
Fixation to or under the ground level can be done with common
practice actions
The product is suited for all bicycles as described in Appendix A13
The product does not accumulate dirt that cannot be removed easily
The minimum distance of two bicycles in a product with parking
facilities on same level is 65cm
The minimum distance of two bicycles in a product with parking
facilities on alternating levels is 37,5cm
The product suits the product portfolio of VelopA
It should be possible to stack the product parts efficiently for transport
The amount of rest/waste material is limited
The necessary assembly actions are limited as much as possible
An anti-theft facility is an advantage
The product should be suited for placement in a wide variety of
different types of public space

7.2.2

View on street furniture

Everyday when we go outside, we pass numerous objects that are part of the surroundings.
We often do not notice them anymore, their presence is that naturalized and taken for
granted, yet they are used all the time.
Street furniture is placed in the public space for the main reason to increase the quality of life.
By its looks and functionality, street furniture is aimed at making the outside everyday
surroundings nicer, more liveable, orderly and/or more safe.
Opinions about products and artefacts on the street may differ. In my view, the best products
in the public space are those products that are everywhere but blend in with the environment.
52

The attack test simulates impacts like kicking and pulling by means of a lead balls.
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Products that people do not actively think about when they use it, but are missed if they would
not be there. Good street furniture is logical, practical and has a clear function. In my opinion
it works best when the product is straightforward at first sight; only when you come to think
about it you notice that there is more than meets the eye. This vision of “keeping it simple” is
an issue that gets reflected in the development of ideas and concepts. It is believed that a
eccentric design is nice to place somewhere as a landmark, but is not fit to place in larger
numbers in the same area. It then becomes too much, it does not blend in, but places
emphasis on itself. Sometimes this is desired, but this is done with exclusive products, or with
works of art. However, for a product like a bicycle parking system, the product should be of
the blend-in type, while being an improvement of the surroundings.
It is believed that wooden products add a touch of friendliness to the public space. It is a
warm material which by its looks can improve the quality of the built environment.

7.3 Design considerations
Four concepts were selected after the sustainability check. The four selected concepts will be
introduced in this paragraph. Considerations and choice of the final concept are explained by
the evaluation of the concepts according to the working criteria.
Before the concepts were selected out of the sustainability check, the first design decisions
were already made. The most important decision has to do with the way the bicycle is
supported. That can be done in many ways, witness the different working principles shown in
paragraph 7.1.
It was decided that the bicycle is to be contained in a common way, a way that is very familiar
to the public. Because a wooden bicycle stand is a very new product it might be difficult to the
public to identify it as a bicycle stand. To increase the understanding of the product, it is
believed that is important that can be used familiar way. The three most common ways to
support a bicycle are:
•
at the front wheel
•
at the front wheel and fore fork
•
at the frame (as a stand railing)
This means that ideas for support at the less obvious places, like support at the steer, the
crank or the seat tube, are discarded.
Apart from the elaboration into the concepts, it has been evaluated whether Accoya wood is
indeed the right material for the product. The comparison with different materials, as
discussed in section 6.1.1, was done at this stage. It was concluded that Accoya was the right
choice for three of the four concepts, as will become clear in the next section.

7.3.1

Presentation of concepts

Apart from the restriction in working principle, a diverse set of concepts is strived for. The
selected concepts all have a different mix of other characteristics: number of parking facilities,
configuration and out of which type of half product it is made, meaning the shape of the wood:
beam, boards, block, etc.
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Concept: Setto

The Setto is based on the working principle of the Fourchet (see rightmost picture): besides that the wheel is contained, the Fourchet offers support at the
front fork. This extra support prevents the wheel from bending when it is forced sideways while placed in the stand. It is a stand alone product: one product
can contain one bicycle. The wheel is prevented from driving any further by a block in between the two feet. The wheel rests between the two tilted feet, it is
not clamped, so the arms are a necessary part for proper containment of the bicycle.
The parts are connected to each other by means of stainless steel bolts and wooden blocks.

Concept: Terrace

The Terrace forms an area of wood on the ground, hence the name. It is a modular product; it can be made as long or short as the customer desires. It is
believed that the terrace of wood can be a pleasant object in a more austere environment. The product needs lots of space since bicycles drive in from both
sides, so it is not very much suited to crowded areas where efficient use of space is an important issue.
The blocks come in mirrored pairs: there is a left and a right part. The product is partly embedded in the ground, about 10 cm deep. The product is entirely
made out of Accoya wood.
The front wheel is just driven into the gap between the two blocks, which gradually closes. The front of the tire thus is clamped, while a length of the wheel is
supported at the side.
All concepts are checked to see whether it can be made out of another material and have an even better environmental performance. As became apparent in
section 6.2.1, execution in Plato wood will definitely make the product better, sustainability wise. Plato is quite brittle but the loads on the Terrace are uniformly
spread, so it is believed that it is possible to execute the product in Plato, making it product with the best sustainability performance. It has to be tested, though,
whether the wood will not splinter for example.
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Concept: Double V

Just as the Terrace, the Double V is based on clamping the tire. The front wheel is lifted up, placed into the two slots, the wheel is pushed down a little
and is clamped over two small lengths. The shape makes it seem logical to clamp something in it. Because the two parts are tilted towards the wheel, the
effective area of clamping is optimally made use of. It seems logical that wood will bend a little, but it is believed that the shape will only marginally bend
open, because of the dimensioning and since Accoya wood is quite stiff (an incidental circumstance of the acetylating process). Every wheel size will be
clamped at a different spot.
The product is entirely made out of Accoya wood; no fasteners or constructional elements are needed. The product is very straightforward to produce, but
it is difficult to place in the ground under the exact angle.
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Concept: Tent

The Tent is based on using as little material as possible per parking facility, to lower the price as well as the eco-costs. It uses two boards and two beams
and is straightforward to manufacture. The tent is the highlighted dot of figure 6.4 that has the best chances for a cheap and sustainable product. As with
the Setto, the Tent also supports the frame. Regarding the way of supporting the wheel, of the four concepts, the Tent shows the most similarity to the
steel products: it supports the wheel at two points, keeping it from driving back and forth and is supported elsewhere on the wheel.
The bicycles have to be placed in the product alternating, but the product does not give directions from which side the bicycle should be placed: that is up
to the user to decide.
Just like other bicycle racks, the Tent can be bolted to the ground level or to neighbouring Tents. There is no extra underground material. The sides that
are in contact with the steel front fork can be clad with KLP recycled plastic sheet, in the case the wood gets damaged too easily by impacts with the front
forks.
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7.3.2
Table 7.2:
Sustainability
performance
of the
concepts

Assessment and choice of concept

Off course the sustainability performance of the four concepts is calculated for comparison:
Terrace Terrace
Double V
Tent
(Accoya) (Plato) Setto
Eco-costs complete product
€ 12,04
€ 23,65
€ 58,69
€7,60
€ 7,18
Eco-costs 1 parking facility
€ 12,04
€ 4,73
€ 11,74
€1,50
€ 7,18
53
Selling price (based on material costs)
€ 170
€ 236
€ 828
€730
€ 76
Selling price per parking facility (based on
material costs)
€ 170
€ 47
€ 166
€146
€ 76
EVR by selling price based on material costs
0,071
0,100
0,071
0,009
0,095
Selling price needed for EVR = 0,08
€ 150
€ 296
€ 735
€84
€ 90
Selling price needed per parking facility for
EVR = 0,08
€ 150
€ 59
€ 147
€17
€ 90
Discrepancy: % difference between the two
prices
88%
125%
89%
11,5%
118%
Is the price per parking facility acceptable?
Is the price discrepancy acceptable?

Just
Yes

yes
just

just
yes

just
yes

The concepts are evaluated according to the working criteria.
Legend:
Symbol
-o
+
++

Performance (to what extent does the concept comply with the criterion)
Very poor
Poor
Mediocre
Good
Very good

Table 7.3:
Evaluation of
concepts
according to
working criteria EVR < 0,08 reachable within reasonable price

Tent

Terrace Terrace
(Accoya) (Plato) Double V

Setto

+

o

++

o

+

Disassembly

++

++

++

++

++

Efficient transportation

++

++

++

++

o

-

++

++

+

++

Vertical fixation (anti tumbling)

++

o

o

-

++

Horizontal fixation (anti driving back-and-forth)

+

o

o

+

o

Suited for series production

+

++

++

++

+

Ease of assembly

++

++

++

++

++

Ease of placement

++

o

o

-

o

Easy to use for a wide range of bikes

++

-

-

+

++

Limitation of rest material
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Plato wood is a little bit lighter than Accoya wood and it is assumed that it has about the same
price

yes
yes

Proneness to collection of dirt

-

--

--

+

Strength, sturdiness, resistance against vandalism

o

+

+

+

o

++

o

o

++

+

Possibility to add an anti-theft facility

o

-

-

-

++

Fits the public space

o

+

+

+

+

Fits VelopA

-

+

+

+

+

Efficient space use

+

Choice and discussion
First of all, it has to be said that the sustainability performance shown here is a momentary
snapshot: sizes and construction still are open to change. Therefore, the sustainability
performance has been regarded also in light of the prospects.
Seen from sustainability point of view, the Terrace made from Plato wood is by far the best option.
However, it is important to meet the sustainability criteria, but the product also has to be a good
product according to the other criteria. All criteria are considered. The four criteria (in bold) are the
decisive criteria: they are of prime importance. The possibility to improve the product to make the
product more compliant to the criteria on which it does not score very well is always taken into
account. If this is the case, it will be mentioned in the discussion below.
The selection is an assessment of pros, cons and the possibility of improvement. The line of
thought will be shared in short.
The price of two concepts, the Terrace (Accoya) and the Double V is quite high, therefore their
compliance to the first criterion is moderate. The Terrace executed in Accoya wood is discarded,
because its Plato variant scores better.
The Double V is priced high, because it uses relatively much material: in order to be able to
contain the different wheel sizes and tires, the product has to be erected quite high above ground
level. It needs adequate underground support at both sides as well. It might be that more material
is needed to ensure this. This does not contribute to being a competitively priced sustainable
product.
These uncertainties might be resolvable, but as there is doubt about both construction as well as
the price level, the Double V is discarded.
Of the three remaining products, the Setto has the best all-round performance, although there are
some aspects to be improved. So the Setto is the product of choice. By comparing the three
concepts, the choice for the Setto is clarified.
When comparing the products on practical use in the public space, the Setto comes forward as
the most suited. The Terrace has the problem that people, playing children for example, might
become stuck in slots with a foot, when walking over the product. Besides, the Terrace has the
same issue as other bicycle parking systems that clamp the product: if the bike is pushed from the
side, the wheel can get bent. It is to this reason that a product like the Fourchet is preferred by
some customers: it offers extra support at the front fork.
The Tent and the Setto both offer this support. When comparing them on aesthetic suitability in
the public space, the Setto is favoured. The Tent is found to be more static. It is quite large and
eye-catching. It is not believed to be a product that will blend in with the environment, while the
Setto has better qualifications for this. The fact that the user has to decide on the side to place his
bike is also a minus of the Tent.
Comparing them on sturdiness of the construction, the Setto and Tent perform worse than the
Terrace. The sturdiness of the construction of the Setto is an important point of attention. For sure,
people will stand on the arms of the product; children will use it as climbing frame. The shelves of
the Tent are vulnerable to kicks and other sideways impacts. Also, the stability of the Setto scores
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less than the other two. But because the Setto has a low eco-costs (little over €7) as a starting
point, some more wood may be used to improve the construction, while still being able to keep the
eco-costs low and the price competitive.
The main reasons to choose the Setto are:
•
Its minus points can be dealt with by design;
•
Its over all scores on the usability criteria are good;
•
It has the possibility to add an anti-theft facility (comparable to the facility of the Fourchet).
The concepts have been checked whether execution in a different material is more feasible. Now
it is decided upon the elaboration of the Setto, the material choice is also definitive. Accoya is the
material of choice. Some properties of Accoya have been mentioned in previous parts of the
report, but have not been discussed in detail. Some more details on Accoya wood and general
issues when constructing in wood are added in Appendix A14
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7.4 The Setto
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Using the Setto
The Setto in its conceptual stage had one major flaw which has been dealt with: the construction
has been altered in such a way that a bump is present in between the feet, which prevents the
wheel from rolling backwards. To place the bicycle to the Setto, the user pushes the font wheel
over the bump. Then the front side of the wheel slides between the two tilted feet and bumps into
the block between the feet. The bicycle can then be let go off. The bike will slightly tilt to the side
until the front fork touches one of the arms. The bump prevents the bike from driving backwards
and falling out of the bicycle stand, for example when the bike gets pushed against or is pulled.
Features of the Setto
To explain why the Setto looks like it does, the designed features of the Setto are described.
Detailed drawings can be found in Appendix A14.
Dimensions
Figure 7.3:
Minimum and
maximum wheel
sizes to contain

The Setto should be able to contain all
wheel sizes between 24” and 28” and tire
thicknesses between 27mm and 47mm.
Parts to take into consideration are the
dynamo and its wiring. (The front mud
guard does not protrude over the top of
the wheel, so that is not an issue).

Figure 7.4:
The Fourchet

A number of product measurements has
been adopted from other existing
products, since they are proven to work.
The Fourchet, shown in Figure 7.4, is the
main source of measurements.
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Figure 7.5:
Arm height

The height of the arm is determined
according to the location of the arm of the
Fourchet. The arm of the Fourchet is
located approximately 100mm above the
hub of a 28” wheel. Because the arm of
Setto is higher than the steel bar of the
Fourchet, the distance of the bottom of the
wheel to the middle of the arm is lowered
to 440mm.

Figure 7.6:
Arm length

The arm does need an adequate length, to
be able to contain the front fork well. At the
same time it should be limited in length: the
longer the arm, the larger the momentum
on the joint when someone feels like
standing on the so nicely protruding parts.
The arm is chosen to protrude about
200mm from the hub of the bike and has a
total length of 650mm. This is just a little
shorter than the arm of the Fourchet, but it
is believed to be enough.

Figure 7.7:
Gap widths

The width between the two arms is
180mm, 20mm wider than the arms of the
Fourchet. The width between the two feet
is 60mm. The dimensions are slightly
larger than necessary for the wheel and tire
size requirements, because it does not
affect proper support of the bike, while
more bicycles will fit in the bicycle stand.
According to a bicycle inventory by VelopA,
maximum front fork width is 175mm and a
number of mountain bikes have a tire
thickness of 50mm to 55mm.
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The angle between the ground level and the foot is
determined by the place of the bump. A 45° angle is just
right. When the angle is larger, the bump is either useless
or will be (visually) detached from the product as a whole.
When the angle is smaller, the product will seem
unbalanced. When someone misuses the product by
standing on the joint between arm and foot, the moment on
the underground part (which will have to be counteracted
by the ground) will be larger as well.

Figure 7.8:
Angle of the
foot

Figure 7.9:
Larger and
smaller angles
are less
feasible

Larger angle

Smaller angle

Stability
The horizontal beams under ground have two purposes:
•
improving the balance of the product;
•
enlarging the volume of ground above the foot, which
effectively works against displacement of the product.
Stability
When the product is placed in the hole in the ground that is
dug for it, it is preferred that the product does not fall over.
As the centre of mass is left from the tipping point, the
Setto in this configuration will tip over and will thus be
harder to place exactly upright.
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Figure 7.10:
The need for
stabilizing
beams
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Figure 7.11:
Effective ground mass

According to constructional theory used at VelopA ,
only the mass of the ground 30° on either side of t he
underground parts effectively prevents the product
from falling over. As shown in Figure 7.11 to the left,
when a force is exerted on the joint, the resulting
momentum has to be counteracted by the ground to
the right of the product.
In loose sandy ground, for example, this is a problem.
The product can also be pulled out of the ground by
pulling its arms.
An option would be to elongate the vertical pole (to
estimated 1m in length), but this requires a large hole.

Figure 7.12:
Stabilizing beams

Besides added stability, the horizontal underground
beams increase the mass of ground that effectively can
counteract momentum.
The length and underground depth of the beams is
determined by studying the Timberstyle bench, which
has a similar underground construction.
The centre of mass and moments that can occur
determine the placement of the beams.
The largest moment is the counter clockwise moment
which occurs when force is exerted on the joint. When
the same force is exerted on the tip of the arm, a
clockwise moment occurs of about half the size.
Therefore the division between left and right of the
beam is 1/3 – 2/3.

Production
Figure 7.13:
Bends and lengths of
the shape of the arm

The arm and foot need extra sawing action.
The arm can be made out of a standard sized beam of
100mm wide. The right side is straight for 250mm, in
order to prevent the front fork which leans against it
from sliding backwards. Because it is straight over a
longer stretch, the arm is less wide at the end than at
the joint.
For production, it is recognized that it is not easy to
take over the measurements on a beam of wood. A
template could be made to ease the marking of the
outline.
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Figure 7.14:
Side view of the foot

The same goes for the foot, which is slightly smaller at
the joint for aesthetic reasons.

Figure 7.15:
How to cut the
beams

The Setto parts can be made out of standard sized
beams of Accoya:
3600 x 150 x 75 and
2400 x 100 x 75.
By cutting the beams as shown in Figure 7.15, the
waste material is limited. 18 products can be made out
of 13 large beams and 18 small beams. The little
blocks (the blocks that prevent the bike from driving
forward) can be made out of the 12 pieces of 320mm.
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Figure 7.16:
The joint up close

Construction
The construction of the joint between the arms and the feet is most
critical, because of possible large forces that can be exerted to the
end of the arms, when someone sits or stands on it. Most
important is that the wood will not tear because of the force the
fasteners exert to it.
It has been chosen to use wooden dowels and stainless steel bolts
(M8) for the construction. The wooden dowels are fitted tight in the
holes, the stainless steel bolts are for extra security. The two main
reasons for this construction are:
•
The dowels can be tight fitted and have a large area.
Because of the tight fit, two holes are enough to secure the
parts. Limitation of the amount of holes is helps to keep the
strength of the wood and keeps it from tearing. This is
especially important for the in between block.
•
Limitation of the amount stainless steel.

Figure 7.17:
Discarded methods
for joining the parts

Considered alternatives:
•
Construction by stainless steel bolts only is considered, but
then 3 bolts per connecting parts are needed. Because of
their small diameter, the contact forces on the wood are very
large, when a force is exerted on the end of the arm. It is
doubtful whether the wood will withstand those forces.
•
It is considered to bolt stainless steel plates to the inner
sides of the arms and feet. Instead of a wooden block, the
‘drive-through prevention’ is formed by a stainless steel bolt
thought-and-through and a shaft in between the arm and
foot. This idea is discarded because the use of such an
amount of stainless steel conflicts with the sustainability
requirements.
Because of the direction of the wood grain, a construction as
shown in the bottom picture of figure 7.17 is not possible.
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Figure 7.18:
Stress determination

The construction is analyzed with the finite element
program CosmosWorks. A 1000N load is placed on
the tip of one arm, simulating a heavy person
standing/sitting on top op it.
Since Accoya wood, being a new material, is not in the
material database of CosmosWorks and only limited
strength properties are known. The known properties
have been added to the database, but missing
properties have been adopted from the only type of
wood in the database which properties are present:
balsa wood. This off course is a completely different
type of wood and it is unsure to what extent this has
influenced the calculations.
With a load of 1000N, maximum stress levels in the
wood are about 10MPa.
Figure 7.19 shows the factor of safety (FOS) of the
product, with the same load applied. According to this
calculation, the minimum factor of safety is 1,1. This
means the material and construction just holds, but is
about to fail (it fails when FOS < 1).

Figure 7.19:
Determi-nation
of factor of

The modulus of rupture, the pressure until the wood
fails, of Accoya is unknown. It should be tested with
the prototype how Accoya and the joints will perform in
real life.
According to the calculations, the product is just
capable of withstanding a static load of 1000N,
although it seems to be the limit. Compared to the
alternative construction with bolts only, the version of
dowels and limited stainless steel bolts preferred.
Dynamic loads could not be tested and, as said,
responses could be different in real life, so prototype
testing is needed.

Figure 7.20:
Shape variants
of the arm
safety

The search for a sturdy construction together with
having to comply with the sustainability requirements
and the standard beam dimensions leaves less room
for shape variation. The shape is often dictated by the
minimum dimensions.
Two specifically designed shape features are added:
•
A chamfered edge at the end of the arm;
•
A slightly unequal slope of the foot.
The chamfered arm emphasises the direction of the
front fork. It is found to be more elegant than the nonchamfered version and more fitting to the entire
product than the rounded version.
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Figure 7.21:
Unequal slope versus
an equal slope

A slightly unequal slope of the short sides of the foot is
preferred over an equal slope, which looks more
massive. The slope difference makes the part a bit
more tense and interesting. A larger slope difference is
more visually appealing and would be preferred, but it
will weaken the joint and is therefore not implemented.

Figure 7.22:
Optional: protection

Besides strength of the construction, tests have to
prove whether the wood will need to be protected from
regular contact with the steel front fork of bicycles.
Optionally, sheets could be attached to the arms, made
of for example KLP recycled plastic or of a plastic with
a high recycled content.

There are options to add an anti-theft facility. It would
have to be made out of stainless steel though and this
would raise the environmental load. But then, it is an
extra function, which would make the product more
valuable. Wood can be sawn through more easily than
steel, which is an issue to take into account when
extending the product with an anti-theft facility is
desired. Extra tests are needed to check whether the
product can then apply for the Fietsparkeur label.
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7.5 Evaluation of the design
Complete evaluation is at the time not possible, since the prototype – which is made by wood
working company– will be finished after the deadline of this report. An extra appendix will be
added afterwards to complete the missing parts.

7.5.1

The design

Evaluation of the prototype
The finished prototype will be tested according to the list of requirements. See the extra appendix
for completion.
Product placement
Because of the space the Setto needs and its protruding parts which make the product in a way
prone to misuse, the Setto is more suited to be placed at certain types of public space than others.
It is inviting to stand on the two arms. That is the reason that the design has been checked by
finite elements simulation. According to this, it should be able to withstand a load of 1000N,
corresponding with a heavy person sitting on top of it.
Nevertheless, this is not intended use and situations like this are to be prevented. The Setto
therefore is not very suited to be placed in city areas which can get crowded. If the city’s soccer
team has won the cup, for example, or at celebrations like carnival or new year’s eve, the Setto
could fall victim to exuberant celebrations.
The product is also not suited for areas where compact placement of many bicycles is desired,
like parking areas near train and bus stations or school grounds.
In all probability, better places for Setto are more peaceful environments where there is plenty of
space, to which products with a natural look are complementary to the area. Some possible
locations:
•
In nature or recreational areas, along bicycle routes and at rest areas;
•
At the village square or alongside village roads;
•
At monumental buildings which are open for visitors, like castles and country cottages;
•
In parks and other less central place cities and towns which are calmer than the city centre.
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7.5.2

Evaluation according to the list of requirements

See the extra appendix for completion
Table 7.5:
Compliance
to the list of
requirements

Nr
1
1.1
1.2

1.3
1.4

1.5

1.6

Usability requirements
Placement of the bicycle
The product offers parking facility to one or more bicycles
The product stabilizes the bicycle in such a way that the
bicycle is contained by the product or leans on the product
without falling over or getting damaged
To place the bicycle in or to the product, a maximum of 5
actions are allowed
The maximum force which is allowed to place or remove the
bicycle to or from the product is 150N
An optional anti-theft facility needs to be reachable and no
laborious actions are necessary to perform in order to use the
facility
The maximum force to use an anti-theft facility is 100N

2
2.1

Logistics
Assembly of the product can be done without specialized
tools

2.2

The product can be transported by the standard VelopA
trucks
Fixation to or under the ground level can be done with
common practice actions

2.3

2.4

The product can be placed by the currently contracted service
teams

3
3.1

Maintenance
The product is not to accumulate dirt in a way that it cannot be
removed by general operations by a city cleaning service

4
4.1

Aesthetics
The product and the way of using it should be recognizable as
a bicycle parking system by the public

5
5.1

6
6.1
6.2

Technical requirements
Production
The product is suited for series production

Construction
The product is suited for all bicycles as described in Appendix
A13
Vulnerable bicycle parts like spokes, head light and dynamo
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Compliance
Yes
Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Yes
Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Not applicable

Not applicable

Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Yes
Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype

Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype

Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype

To be verified, according
to the producer of the
prototype

To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Most likely: yes.

are not to come into contact with the product
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

6.8

For parking the bicycle at its front wheel, the maximum height
of lifting one wheel of the bicycle is 42cm
For other systems, the maximum height of lifting the bicycle is
30cm
The minimum distance of two bicycles in a product with
parking facilities on same level is at least 65cm
The minimum distance of two bicycles in a product with
parking facilities on alternating levels is at least 37,5cm
For products which alternate in height and contain the front
wheel: the minimum vertical distance between two wheels is
30cm
No water may accumulate in or on the product

6.9

The product needs to be able to resist the “attack test” of
Fietsparkeur. This applies to both the construction as the
stability.

7
7.1

Material
The product constitutes primarily of wood

8
8.1

Sustainability
The product has a maximum EVR of 0,08

8.2
8.3
8.4

The product can be disassembled
The product complies with the SenterNovem criteria
The product may not contain non-certified wood

9
9.1

Quality
If used as intended, the product has to last at least 15 years.

10
10.1

Safety
The product may contain no sharp edges and protruding parts
which can cause injury to users

10.2

To minimize the risk of constriction, holes in the product
deeper than 8mm are to have a diameter between 8mm and
25mm
Surface areas of the product need to be smooth to minimize
risk of personal injury or damage to the bicycle.

10.3

11.1

Marketing requirements
The product suits the product portfolio of VelopA

11.2

The price of one parking facility of the product is less than that
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To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Yes
Yes
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
To be verified by tests
with the prototype

Yes

Most likely: yes.
To be calculated
according to the price of
the prototype
Yes
Yes
Yes

To be checked in practice;
the materials suggest that
it will have a long enough
lifespan

Most likely: yes.
To be verified by tests
with the prototype
Yes

Yes

To be discussed with
VelopA designers and
executives according to
the prototype
The selling price based on

of the most expensive bicycle parking system in VelopAs
product portfolio

the price of the prototype
is about the same as that
of the most expensive
product.

Discussion
Although compliance to many of the requirements has to be tested according to the prototype, it is
expected that the Setto will comply to most of them, if not all.
Two requirements of which compliance is not so easy to estimate in advance are the resistance to
the attack test and the opinion of VelopA design department and executives. It can only be hoped
that the Setto will also comply to those requirements.
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7.6 Continuation
Now the graduation project is concluded, hopefully the findings and recommendations will be used
to continue the integration of sustainable product development at VelopA. But before the
recommendations can be carried out and larger scale implementation is commenced, some
issues will need to be addressed.
Completeness and correctness of the LCAs
It has been mentioned at the start of the analysis: to perform an LCA it is necessary to make
assumptions and simplifications, which are listed in Appendix A6. As also becomes clear is that
some of them (might) have a significant influence on the calculation of the eco-costs and thus the
EVR. Main issues are:
•
look more in detail to the calculation of the environmental load of transportation;
•
add impregnation and coatings on wood;
•
add energy recovery out of rest material (wood);
•
add an improved estimation of the annual load of galvanized products
Simapro software
The Simapro database is necessary for calculation of the eco-costs of products. For this analysis
an online accessible database is used, which is alright for a momentary calculation of the
sustainability performance. The Simapro data is, however, regularly updated to the latest practice.
To make use of the date continuously, a system should be set up which links the Simapro
database to the calculations, so the calculations are updated automatically when an updated
version of Simapro is provided. For example, the environmental load of concrete has already
changed, but has not yet been adapted in the calculations.
An other issue is inflation. It has not been checked whether the eco-costs/kg are corrected for
inflation. Otherwise, the product would become more sustainable over time because its price is
raised because of inflation.
Use of the EVR in practice
Use of Simapro and eco-costs is the standard for life cycle assessments, and is widely used in
business, as confirmed by a researcher at CE Delft, bureau for environmental research and
advice. The eco-costs are a property of the product and it is good that companies take the
lifecycle and the environmental load into account.
As has become clear from the research, however, calculation of the eco-costs is only the first
step. Using the eco-costs and price of the product to calculate the EVR and using it as an
indication of sustainability performance goes a step further. At first glance, it seems that this is not
yet recognized and implemented in sustainable product design in practice.
Unfortunately, it has not been checked, in literature and practice, whether precedents exist,
whether companies exist that also use this methods. A good next step would be to check on the
susceptibility of governments to this approach and possible other projects which take the EVR into
account.
To my opinion, judging all products’ environmental performance according to the EVR has high
potential, since it combines lifecycle thinking and keeping the eco-costs low with actual impact on
the total impact, throughout the world, of all expenses. Large scale implementation of design for a
low EVR would really make a difference. If the focus on governmental level is on stimulating the
design of products with a low EVR, the drive to design and put products like this on the market is
enlarged. At the time, many products are claimed to be sustainable. It is a real challenge to get
more complicated products (electrical products, cars, etc) to reach a low EVR. The levels of
environmental improvement (figure 1.3) offer insight in the type of innovation is needed to reach
more environmental gain. Affordable alternatives to fossil fuels for electricity exist. The cradle-tocradle philosophy and the insights in material use offer tools to minimize the environmental load of
the materials. A lot of consumer products can be made much better, from sustainability point of
view. Now it is time for a large scale understanding and pursue large scale implementation.
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http://www.inoverheid.nl/artikel/nieuws/1810818/amsterdam-zet-in-op-elektrisch-vervoer.html
Article: increase in the use of electrical transportation
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/33058
International Union for Conservation of Nature, the ‘red list’ of wood types,
http://www.jankuipers-nunspeet.nl/
Producer of street furniture Jan Kuipers
http://www.kplusv.nl/index.cfm/kpv/home/publicatie/artikel-in-Afval-over-onderzoek-door-KplusV
counselling on climate, waste and cleaning
KplusV – research to waste treatment
http://www.meps.co.uk/Stainless%20Prices.htm

MEPS International, supplier of steel market information
http://www.niedermann-holz.ch/fileadmin/redaktion/pdf/PreciousWoods_HoelzerBeschriebe_englisch/18_Cupiuba_en.pdf
Description of Cupiuba properties
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http://www.platowood.nl/overigeproducten/parkbank.htm
Plato wood – use of plato wood in street furniture
http://www.pre.nl/eco-indicator99/eco-indicator_99.htm
Website of Pre, ecology consultants: “Eco-indicator ’99, the principles explained”
http://www.rotterdamclimateinitiative.nl
RDM campus – Innovation platform
http://www.samson-urban-elements.nl/
Producer of street furniture Samson
http://www.smk.nl/nl/s357/SMK/Programma-s/Nordic-Swan/c338-Nordic-Swan
Stichting MilieuKeur: information about Nordic Swan in The Netherlands
www.spreyhout.nl
Properties of pine by Sprey Houthandel
http:www.staalprijzen.nl
Current steel prices
http://www.stichtingmilieukeur.nl/files/categories/5/537/BTP-NL8.pdf
Certification of concrete products
http://www.svanen.nu/Default.aspx?tabName=CriteriaDetailEng&menuItemID=7056&pgr=73
Nordic Swan criteria for street furniture
http://www.titanwood.com/technology.html
Information about the acetylation of Accoya wood
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – Kyoto protocol
http://www.vrom.nl/pagina.html?id=23992
Website VROM, environmental aspects of wood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janka_hardness_test Information on the hardness test
Information on the Janka hardness test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Plain_quarter_sawn.png The Wood Handbook: Wood as an
engineering material 15-06
Constructing in wood – grain directions

Other
Excel datasheet Eco-costs 2008; LCA data on products, services and energy systems; accessible
through http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/httpdocs/content/html/startpagina/startpag_5.html
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Biliography
Stevels, A.; Adventures in EcoDesign of Electronic Products 1993-2007
UNEP, TU Delft; Design for Sustainability, a practical approach for developing economies, 2006
UNEP; Life Cycle Management, a business guide to sustainability
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